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Starting with this issue, President David W. Leebron will inaugurate a regular column in which
he explores major topics ofthe day and Rice's role in shaping them. The column will be featured
in the heart of the magazine with other major features and news stories — the first, "The City
and the University: Essentials for Success," can be found on Page 21. This piece was derived
from Leebron's April 17 keynote address to the Center for Houston's Future,a speech that truly
captured Rice's intimate relationship with its home city and our mutual aspirations for the future.
As editor of Rice's flagship publication, I will use this space
to let you know what to expect in this and future issues. And
you can expect a lot. A great deal will be happening at Rice in
the next few years, and it's all propelled by the Vision for the
Second Century(V2C),the roadmap for Rice's future development. V2C addresses everything from academics and research
to campus development, the vibrancy of student life and the
depth of Rice's interaction with its home city, the nation and
the world. The complete 10-point plan can be found at www.
rice.edu/vision, and an abbreviated version is printed on Page 29 of this issue.
Certainly one ofthe most visible manifestations ofV2C will be
the construction ofnew facilities to house and serve our academic "A great deal will
enterprise, and we'll be bringing you regular updates, beginning
be happening at
with a report in this issue on the new Collaborative Research
Center.This incredible state-of-the-art biomedical research facility
Rice in the next
will team Rice with premier Texas Medical Center institutions to
worldwide.
improve
health
discover medical breakthroughs that will
few years, and it's
And Rice already is contributing to better health, as you will see
all propelled by
from several stories in this issue. One is about a potential cure for
fibrotic diseases, which account for an estimated 45 percent of U.S.
the Vision for the
deaths each year; another is about a simple, cost-effective method
to remove arsenic contamination from public drinking water.
Second Century
There's much more to V2C than new and renovated facilities.
(V2C),the roadmap
V2C is a whole new way of thinking about what Rice is, where
it's going and its impact on the world. Make no mistake: Rice
for Rice's future
may be small compared with its peers, but it packs a heavyweight punch.
development."
It's not enough to be a great university, however. We have to
make that excellence known. So, something else you'll want to
look for is the way Rice showcases itself. In fact, you're going to be seeing more of Rice than
ever before as we implement a dynamic new plan to substantially elevate public awareness of
Rice's outsized contributions to education, research and public service. We pursue and apply
wisdom in an unconventional way,and we're getting ready to help more people appreciate what
that means. Keep an eye out for it in an upcoming issue.
And speaking ofshowcasing the university, please help us make Rice Sallyport a magazine that
truly represents all that Rice is by filling out our readership survey. It's a self mailer, so when
you're done,just fold it in half, seal it with a piece oftape and drop it in the mail. Or, better yet,
you can fill out the survey online at rice.edu/survey.
Thanks in advance for your participation, and enjoy the issue.
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Letters

A new sciolistic triumph in the fall
2006 issue of Sallyport.
Though the strangely headlined
article "Does Education Help Breed
Segregation" fails to answer its own
question (but will certainly have an
impact on fundraising), it does appear to try to prop up the hypothesis
that more "laws requiring desegregation" are somehow a good thing.
Bussing worked out really well, don't
you know. Though the "compelling"
benefits of "diversity" are as invisible as the proverbial emperor's new
clothes, this never seems to deter
the anointed elite.
Would the headlines "Less
Education for Whites Helps Breed
Integration" or "Total Illiteracy for
Whites Eradicates Racial Prejudice"
have been better?

in 1960 also had on-site mainframe
computers at that time.

Michael S. Adams'64

I want to add my words to the excellent letters by Deena Berg and Harold
Hyman concerning Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales and his designation
as a Distinguished Alumnus. A more
inaccurate statement about Gonzales
could not have been found. When he
worked in the White House, Gonzales
was actively involved in the policy that
advocated the abandonment of the
Geneva Convention against torture
and condoning the indefinite detention of prisoners without trial, perhaps
for the rest of their lives. His torturous
reasoning that enemy combatants on
the battlefield in Afghanistan did not
merit the protections of the Geneva
Convention was apparently put together to satisfy his boss, President
George W. Bush. Even that was not

Oceanside, Calif

I have a correction concerning the
statement in paragraph two on Page
27 in the fall 2006 issue:"While computers had not yet arrived in Houston,
by the late 1950s and early 1960s,..."
When entering dates, may I suggest
that the history of Rice be consulted
first. The above statement is not correct. I worked in the thermodynamics
research program in the chemical engineering department in 1959,and we
had a computer: a Royal McBee 16K
solid magnetic drum, programmed in
hexadecimal language. By this time,
Shell also had an on-site computer at Shell E&P, located on Bellaire
Boulevard. Most of the other major companies operating in Houston

Patsy S. Chappelear '53

Houston

Indeed, Rice's own R1 computer was
developed in 1961.
Editor

Gonzales
Editor's note: It is the policy of Rice
Sallyport to run letters that respond
to a particular article only within one
year following the article's publication. As the profile of Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales is now more than a
year old, Rice Sallyport will no longer
run any letters on this matter after this
issue. We thank our readers for their
engagement on this and other subjects
featured in Sallyport.

enough; he managed to approve also
the kidnapping of people off the streets
of foreign countries,followed by what
is known as "extraordinary rendition"
to countries that are known to practice
torture. As attorney general, he has
continued to believe that his position
is still that of the chief White House
lawyer rather than the chief legal officer of the United States.
As one who lived through the
McCarthy period in our history, I had
hoped that we would not go through
something just as bad or worse.
Regretfully, I was wrong.
Seymour Pomerantz'48

Rehovot, Israel

It would be fitting for the alumni association to retract the Distinguished
Alumnus Award it bestowed on Alberto
Gonzales in 2002. Far from being a
source of pride, Mr. Gonzales brings
shame to Rice and its alumni. A Rice
education that has taken an intelligent
student and produced a person without conscience, morals or human decency indicates a serious institutional
failure. Supporting torture, indefinite
incarceration based on no evidence
whatsoever and the willful abrogation of fundamental civil liberties because we're in a fake "war" qualify
Mr. Gonzales,along with Mr. Bush and
Mr. Cheney,for charges of treason and
crimes against humanity.
Steve Bryan '71

Bend, Ore.

I'm pleased that Sallyport opened
its pages to this exchange regarding
AttorneyGeneral Alberto Gonzales.Open

debate,at once candid and civil, is the
lifeblood of the university. That none
of us succeeded in converting others
to our own perspective will surprise no
one. What one hopes for is insight into
our common humanity and clarification
of the issues that divide us.
I note that none of my critics, not
even Glen Hoffing '74, makes an explicit case in favor of torture. I find
that reassuring. I'm confident that
Hoffing and I are alike in our disgust
with macabre displays of throat slitting. Yet we do differ. He is far more
confident than I am about the moral
superiority of "civilized" ways of killing. I leave it to readers to assess the
sincerity of his arch insinuations of
ethnic discrimination.
Equally harsh criticism comes from
my esteemed colleague in computer
science, Moshe Vardi. He contends
that the unforgivable sin of the terrorists, the practice that defines their essence and puts them beyond the pale,
is targeting civilians—even though we
Westerners have been up to our ears in
civilian bloodletting for the past century. The danger of hypocrisy seems
obvious. Reaffirming and strengthening the distinction between combatants and civilians is a worthy project,
but it won't be advanced by merely asserting that our slaughter of civilians
is justifiable while our enemy's is an
outrage.
On one point, I can only assume that
Vardi misread my letter. He thinks that
I would oppose putting the likes of
Mohammed Atah, allegedly the organizer of 9/11,on trial as a war criminal.
I have never said or believed anything
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"Among all the lessons that can be drawn from history,
one of the least controversial is this: No historical event is without
precedent except in the eyes of those who have something to gain
by exaggerating its novelty."
—Thomas Haskell

of the kind. I expressed concern about
the fate of ordinaryfoot soldiers—prisoners of war who,before the Bush administration, were sheltered from the
fury of vengeful captors bythe Geneva
Conventions and a host of other treaties, laws, institutions and practices
meant to set limits to the horrors of
armed combat.
How to deal with Al Qaeda leaders
is another question. My models for
that task would be the Uniform Code
of Military Justice and the Nuremberg
trials, which, in contrast to the practices of the current administration,adhere both to the letter and the spirit of
international law. I want to see suspected terrorist leaders charged and
brought to justice—implying by that
a procedure that takes due process
seriously. Without due process, we
citizens have no adequate basis for
confidently assuming anything about
the guilt or innocence of prisoners.
Administration officials say it would
be inappropriate to extend due process
to people suspected of so vile a crime
as terrorism. They seem unaware that
habeas corpus and other forms of due
process became the foundation of the
Anglo—American criminaljustice system
centuries ago, not just because those
rights benefited the accused, but also
because shrewd rulersfound it in their
interest to calm popularfears about arbitrary incarceration.Today those fears
are global. The eyes of the world will
be on us as the military commissions
do their work. For our government to
treat due process cavalierly is a blunder of stupendous proportions.
Several alums—Thomas Selman
'80 and Robert Schultz '82, most explicitly—raise an astute and productive question: why isn't Haskell willing
to acknowledge that Gonzales and his
White House colleagues were acting in good faith, however regretta-
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ble particular decisions may appear?
This question of good faith goes to the
heart of the widening chasm between
red and blue America. Representative
government requires tolerance and forgiveness. We make ourselves literally
ungovernable if we mount the barricades or threaten secession whenever
policies prevail that we think unwise.
Yet tolerance has its limits. Being indifferent or striving always to occupy
the middle of the road is not a virtue,
but an evasion of the responsibilities
of democratic citizenship. I'm not willing to tolerate torture because people's lives are at stake and because
I am convinced that the administration's efforts to legitimize and routinize the practice of torturing prisoners
of war are unjustifiable and do vastly
more harm than good.
Good faith is earned. Yet even lifelong Republicans increasingly fault
this administration for its arrogance
and incompetence. Think of Hurricane
Katrina, Walter Reed Army Hospital,
the failure to follow through after dispersing the Taliban and then recklessly launching a new war in Iraq based
on intelligence that was either inadequate or deliberately doctored. And
now there is the attempted removal
of Bush-appointed prosecutors whose
loyalty to the administration's political
agenda was judged too tepid.
What of the"new paradigm?" Didn't
terrorism change everything? Wasn't
9/11 unprecedented? Among all the
lessons that can be drawn from history, one of the least controversial is
this: no historical event is without
precedent except in the eyes of those
who have something to gain by exaggerating its novelty. The administration's hyperbole about the novelty of
9/11 is a classic case of bad faith: the
pretense that we are not free agents,
that we had to do it, that we had no

choice and deserve no blame.
It is undeniablethatthevicious attack
on 9/11 was novel enough to require
significant modifications of existing policies and practices. To claim, however,
that the novelties were so drastic that
the administration had no choice but
to throw overboard common decency
and two centuries of hard won progress
in international law and humanitarian
reform is to commit bad faith. Military
necessity does not explain our nation's
abrupt embrace of torture and limitless incarceration. Anyone still in the
grip of the political myth of the "new
paradigm" would be well advised to
examine the leaked memos written by
the top legal advisors of the various
branches of the armed services early
in 2003, when they learned of the radical redefinition of torture being promulgated by civilian lawyers in the White
House and the Department of Justice's
Office of Legal Counsel.(See Karen J.
Greenberg,editor,"The Torture Debate
in America," 377-391.)
The ArmyJAGs were appalled.They
mounted a vigorous opposition on the
grounds that the new interpretations
were likely to be reversed, that they
upended an entire military culture that
had been in place for the past half century, that they violated international
law and would require military personnel to risk criminal prosecution at
home and abroad, and that American
POWs would be victimized in return.
Their objections were rudely brushed
aside by teams of inexperienced, politically appointed lawyers based in
the Department of Justice and the
Office of White House Counsel. Over
the next few years, a proud military
culture organized around the Geneva
Conventions would be twisted into unrecognizable shapes that came to light
only with the Abu Ghraib scandal.
In 1943, when Roosevelt, Churchill

and Stalin met in Tehran to discuss,
among other things, how to deal
with war crimes in the event of Allied
victory, Stalin proposed executing
50,000-100,000 German staff officers.
Roosevelt and Churchill were disgusted. They saw to it that the Nuremberg
trials would not become the festival of
vengeance Stalin craved. Their thinking about warfare was informed by a
sense of balance and proportion that
can be achieved only through knowledge of human affairs, past as well
as present. They were statesmen, far
sighted and wary of extremism in all
its forms. Of whom in the current administration could the same be said?
Rice graduates will be proud to
learn that a fellow alum,Thomas Berg
'74, now a federal public defender in
Houston, was actively involved in the
struggle between the JAGs and administration lawyers. As a JAG in the Army
Reserve, he was called up for active
duty shortly after 9/11, serving first in
the Pentagon and then as legal adviser
to the commanding general of detention operations at Guantanamo. For a
fascinating account of his experiences,
see www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontI ine/torture/interviews/berg.html.
Thomas Haskell
Samuel G. McCann
Professor ofHistory
Rice University

Correction:
In the winter issue, Rice Sallyport
reported that the ISI Social Science
Citation Index ranked the Journal of
Feminist Economics (JFE) 35th out
of 175 journals and third out of 27.
Subsequent re-ranking by the organization placed JFE 20th out of 175 and
second out of 27.
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Educational
Ambassador

From left, Rice President David W. Leebron, India President A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, Rice Dean of Engineering
Sallie Keller-McNulty and Rice Senior Director of Development Kevin Foyle.

Recently, Rice President David W. Leebron
set aside time to serve as an educational ambassador both for Rice and for U.S. higher
education in general.
In November, Leebron was one
of 12 leaders of American universities and colleges invited by
Secretary of Education Margaret
Spellingsto accompany heron a
trip to Asia to promote the value
of U.S. higher education.
This first official delegation
of U.S. college and university
presidents and senior government officials met with students
and university leaders, government and business leaders and
the media in Japan, Korea and
China during 2006 International Education Week. These
Asian nations are among the top
countries worldwide that send
the most students to study in
the United States.
The delegation members
were selected to represent the
rich diversity ofthe more than
4,200 accredited U.S. highereducation institutions, from
community colleges to advanced research institutions.
Leebron noted that adequate
preparation ofstudents requires
that they be able to learn from
and work in more than one
culture. Increasing the international diversity at Rice can give
students a competitive advantage in the global economy.
While sending a message of

welcome to foreign students
who want to study in the United States, the delegation also
promoted increased collaboration, partnerships and exchanges with foreign universities. In
addition, participants leveraged
the partnership between U.S.
higher-education leaders and
U.S. government leaders to promote international education in
the national interest.
The Office of the Secretary
of Education will share information gathered during the
trip with educational exchange
administrators to promote increased student flow to and
from the U.S. and Asia. During
2004-05, more than 325,000
Asian students-58 percent of
all international students—studied in the U.S.; more than
62,500 were from China, more
than 53,300 were from South
Korea and more than 42,000
were from Japan. During 200304,slightly more than 13,000
American students studied in
Asia. This past year, Rice's international undergraduate population more than doubled to 7
percent from 3 percent.
International students and
their dependents contribute
nearly $14 billion to the U.S.
economy each academic year.

They also share their experiences about the institutions they
attend with colleagues back
home and can serve as valuable
friends and allies in the future,
Secretary Spellings noted.
In January, Leebron traveled
to India, where he met with
educational, business and government leaders,including India
President A. P. J. Abdul Kalam.
The trip was aimed at building
collaborations in India as part of
the Vision for the Second Century goal of Rice becoming a
more international university.
"The Republic ofIndia has
been described as a land where
temple elephants exist amicably
with the microchip," Leebron
said. "We want more people
in India to know that Rice,
too,is a place where the arts
and sciences join in a powerful
academic, research and social
experience."
Leebron noted a critical need
for Rice to strengthen both its
educational and research relationships with India."We need
to provide more opportunities
for our students and faculty to
engage with the talented people
and outstanding research institutions there," he said.
India's rapid economic progress in information technology
is one of the factors that has
made the country of particular
interest as Rice seeks to develop
research collaborations and exchange programs. Rice faculty
members already maintain relationships with several educational research institutes in India,

and many ofthose faculty were
involved in planning the trip. In
addition, 114 undergraduate and
graduate students from India
currently are enrolled at Rice—a
number exceeded only by students from China.
At stops in Delhi, Mumbai
and Bangalore, the Rice delegation met with officials from the
University of Delhi, Jawaharlal
Nehru University in Delhi, the
Indian Institutes ofTechnology in Delhi and Mumbai,the
Indian Institute of Science in
Bangalore, the Indian Institute
of Management in Mumbai and
several other institutions and
businesses. Local Rice alumni
and friends were invited to a
reception in Mumbai hosted by
Michael Owen '73, U.S. consul
general for western India.
Accompanying Leebron on
the trip were Sallie Keller-McNulty, dean ofthe George R.
Brown School of Engineering,
and Kevin Foyle, senior director of development. Two Rice
alumni from the United States
joined the delegation in Mumbai: Subha Barry '85, managing
director and head of multicultural careers and inclusion for
Merrill Lynch in New York City,
and Brad Husick '86, CEO of
Webaroo Inc., a Seattle-based
provider of Web technology,
which has offices in India. Both
Barry and Husick assisted with
the planning of the trip.
—B. J. Almond
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Center of
Attention
Collaborations with institutions
from the Texas Medical Center
have long been a mainstay of
biosciences and bioengineering
at Rice. And now, they'll have a
new home with the construction
of the 477,000-gross-square-foot,
10-story Collaborative Research
Center(CRC)atthe corner of Main
Street and University Boulevard.
The new facility will enable
researchers and physicians from
the world's largest medical center to team up with Rice University scientists and engineers
on bioscience and biotechnology research and complement
one another's capabilities.
Although patients will not be
treated at the CRC,they will
benefit from new treatments
developed there that will help
transform the future of health
care. Rice plans to relocate the
Department of Bioengineering
to the new building, along with
select research groups from
other departments.
The CRC plans call for eight
floors ofresearch laboratories
in a tower atop a base platform
that will include a vivarium, a
280-seat auditorium, a 100seat seminar room,classrooms,
10,000 square feet of retail
space for a restaurant and shops
and other common space, as
well as three levels of underground parking. The baseline
plan also includes two stories
of shell space to allow easy and
rapid expansion as the project
grows, along with the potential to build a second research
tower atop the base platform
that could add up to another
150,000 gross square feet. The
building is being constructed
on 2.9 acres ofland owned by
Rice, with occupancy scheduled

6 Rice Sallyport

Architectural rendering of the Collaborative Research Center, scheduled for completion in 2009

for early 2009.
"The Collaborative Research
Center is essential to achieving
Rice's Vision for the Second
Century and assuring its position as a great research university," says Rice President

According to James
Crownover, chairman of the
Rice Board of Trustees, the
CRC's leadership role in
biomedicine and biotechnology also will provide important benefits to the Houston

"This combination of the Texas
Medical Center research
institutions and Rice has the
capacity to be one of the most
powerful biomedical research
efforts in the world."
—David W. Leebron

David W. Leebron. "This combination of the Texas Medical
Center research institutions
and Rice has the capacity to be
one of the most powerful biomedical research efforts in the
world, and this extraordinary
research facility represents a
major investment toward that
goal. It will reap benefits for
health care and for the city of
Houston for decades to come."

economy. "Biotechnology
is expected to be the No. 1
industry for job growth in
Houston," he says, "targeting
30,000 new jobs over the next
five years."
Although the CRC will be
the largest academic building
in Rice's history, construction is on a fast-track schedule.
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill is the executive and design

architect, with a team led by
principal design architect Craig
Hartman. The building is being
constructed by Linbeck. FKP
Architects is the local associate
architect. The CRC will meet
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design standards
developed by the U.S. Green
Building Council.
Texas Medical Center institutions participating in the
CRC include Baylor College
of Medicine, the University of
Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, the Methodist Hospital
Research Institute, Texas Children's Hospital and the University ofTexas Health Science
Center at Houston. Discussions are under way with other
potential participants, including
such international collaborators
as Mexico's Tecnologico de
Monterrey.
For more information, visit
collaborativeresearchcenter.org.
—B.J. Almond

Want to watch the construction? Log
on to facilities.rice.edu/ for photos
and a webcam.

lumibair The
Morbidity
Paradox

The recent
narrowing
in the gap
between men's
and women's
longevity could
be due to
women reaching
the maximum
potential
for human
life without
genetic or other
technological
intervention.

A number of studies indicate women
say they get sick more frequently than
men do, but on average, men tend to die
younger.This is the "morbidity paradox,"
a puzzle being explored by Rice sociologist Bridget Gorman.
"Most measures show that women report poorer health
than men," Gorman explains, "and yet they outlive men."
In recent years, her research concerned itself with health
disparities based on race, class and ethnicity. Now she is
focusing on gender.
Although the gap between men's and women's life expectancies grew through the 20th century,it has been shrinking
recently. One intriguing possibility that could explain the
recent decrease in the gender mortality gap is that human
beings may be approaching the upper limit of their natural
life expectancies. While women's life expectancies are still
measurably longer than men's, Gorman suggests women
might be "closer to the wall" of human longevity than men
are.In other words,the recent narrowing in the gap between
men's and women'slongevity could be due to women reaching the maximum potential for human life without genetic
or other technological intervention.
But the question remains: why do females in the United
States outlive males by more than five years,despite the fact
that women tend to be poorer and have less access to health
care? Gorman points to a wider use ofalcohol, tobacco and
illegal drugs by men, which leads to higher mortality. The
fact that women are increasingly using such substances also
may help explain whythe mortality gap is shrinking."Women
are starting to misbehave the way men have misbehaved,"
Gorman says.
Women's relatively limited access to health care compared
to men's may play a role in why they report a higher incidence of illness. What Gorman calls "the chronic stresses
of poverty" cause women to battle depression, anxiety and
other mood disorders more frequently than men do. This
phenomenon may be related to the theory that women tend
to internalize emotions,while men tend to act out—even to
the point ofengaging in higher rates ofdangerous behavior
like drunken driving.
Gorman currently has a grant proposal before the National Institutes of Health to look at how gender affects the
relationship between mental and physical health. One ofthe
study's goals is to shed light on how mental and physical
health problems influence each other over time and how this
varies by health measure for men and women. In addition,
the research is designed to devote greater attention to alcohol
abuse as the result ofmental health problems.This new focus
would raise awareness ofa pathology—alcohol abuse—that
tends to affect men more than women. By focusing on the
gender disparities between mental and physical health, the
study aims to contribute to better-informed policies to address men's and women's health issues.
Gorman's articles about the morbidity paradox have appeared in the Journal of Health and Social Behavior and
Social Science and Medicine.•
—Franz Brotzen
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Rice Ranks Competitively Among Top Schools
Rice University's competitiveness with the nation's other top research universities is reflected in two recent rankings: one for
faculty scholarly productivity and one for the number of doctorates
awarded in science and engineering.

Multiple departments in Rice's
George R. Brown School of
Engineering and School of
Humanities ranked among the
top 10 research universities in
the Faculty Scholarly Productivity Index. The index, assembled by Academic Analytics, a
company owned partially by
the State University of New
York at Stony Brook, ranked
7,294 individual doctoral programs in 104 disciplines at 354
institutions.
Rice's highest ranking was
in computer engineering—No.
2—followed closely by a No. 3
ranking in both bioengineering and electrical engineering.
History and philosophy ranked
ninth and 10th, respectively.
The productivity of each faculty member was measured,
and faculty members could be

judged on as many as three
factors, depending on the
most important variables in
the given discipline: publica-
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in scoring the ranking can
be found at the Chronicle of
Higher Education's Web site
at chronicle.com/stats/productivity. Select Rice U. under
"Choose an institution."
In an annual ranking of the
number of science and engineering doctorate degrees by
baccalaureate institution, Rice
placed 12th among private colleges and universities. How-

Rice's highest ranking was in computer engineering—
No. 2—followed closely by a No. 3 ranking in both
bioengineering and electrical engineering.

tions, which could include the
number of books and journal
articles published as well as citations ofjournal articles; federal-grant dollars awarded; and
honors and awards.
Details about the variables

ever, when the statistics are
normalized for size, Rice has
the fifth highest percentage of
students among private colleges and universities (following
CalTech, MIT, Harvey Mudd
College and Carleton College).

On the assumption that freshmen completed their doctorate degree right after receiving
their undergraduate degree,
almost 9 percent of Rice's entering class of 1996 received a
PhD in 2005.
Based on the 2005 Survey
of Earned Doctorates, which
lists more than 43,000 doctorate recipients at more than
400 U.S. research institutions
between July 1,2004,and
June 30,2005, Rice's ranking
reflects a total of 59 doctorates awarded to undergraduate
alumni in the academic disciplines of engineering, physical
sciences, geosciences, math
and computer sciences and life
sciences.
Originally conducted by the
National Research Council
of the National Academy of
Sciences, the survey is now
conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center.
Results and other details about
the survey are available at the
National Science Foundation
Web site, www.nsf.gov/
statistics/srvvdoctorates/.•

Qatar to Give BIPP $2.5M for Stem Cell Policy Research
The government of Qatar has announced it will donate 52.5 million
to Rice University's James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy
for the study of stem cell research and international policy on stem
cells.The agreement was signed on Nov.28,2006, by Qatar's ambassador to the United States, Nasser Bin Hamad Al-Khalifa,and Baker
Institute Director Edward Djerejian.

The grant will establish a new
program that will be part of the
Baker Institute's existing stemcell policy series,"Stem Cells:
Saving Lives or Crossing Lines."
It will support a major program
focusing on international stem
cell policies and the status of
stem-cell science, which will
study and analyze world policies
regarding embryonic stem cell
research, embryonic research
and human cloning.
The program will include
a series of major conferences
on national and international
stem cell policy development,
workshops to bring together
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scholars and scientists from the
international community, a new
program Web site and major
publications based on conference and workshop findings.
To encourage stem cell research in the Middle East, the
program also will feature an
annual award to a promising
young scientist from the region. Some of the program's
international activities will be
in direct partnership with the
Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community
Development and organized at
Education City in the Qatari
capital, Doha.

will help us
expand our
prOgfelii
and go more
research on
interoahonal
10

policies.

The new program will be
headed by Neal Lane,senior
fellow in science and technology
policy at the Baker Institute.
"The Science and Technology
Policy program has been interested in stem cell research and
policies for several years," Lane
says. "This endowment will help
us expand our program and do
more research on international
policies."
The goal ofthe Baker Institute stem cell program is to
connect policy and science in
an international context and
promote stronger avenues for
cooperation and advancement
of medical science and policy.
Because ofthe controversy surrounding embryonic research,
the program seeks to develop
policies that account for cultural
and religious factors that influence science policy around the
world.•
—Franz Brotzen
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Rice Tops Princeton Review's Best-Value
List of Private Colleges
Rice University is the nation's No.1 best value among
private colleges, according to the 2008 edition of
the Princeton Review's "America's Best-Value Colleges." The rankings are based on data obtained from
administrators at more than 650 colleges during the
2005-06 academic year and surveys of students attending those schools. Criteria included academics,
tuition, financial aid and student borrowing.

Scholarships Bring Recent
Graduate Full Circle

The book refers to Rice as the "Ivy ofthe South" and cites the small class
size and "an array ofvaried and challenging academic programs." Describing the tree-lined campus as "an oasis of architectural beauty," the book
highlights Rice's residential college system. The write-up also mentions
that Rice graduates have one ofthe lowest debt burdens among graduates
of highly selective schools in the U.S.•

Study Finds No
Adverse Effects
From Nanotubes in
Bloodstream, Liver
In the first experiments of their kind,
researchers at Rice University and
the University ofTexas M.D.Anderson
Cancer Center have determined that
carbon nanotubes injected directly
into the bloodstream of research lab
animalscause no immediate adverse
health effects and circulate for only
a little more than an hour before they
are removed by the liver.
The findings are from the first in
vivo animal study ofchemically unmodified carbon nanotubes, a revolutionary nanomaterial that many
researchers hope will prove useful
in diagnosing and treating disease.
"We sampled tissues from a dozen
organs and found significant amounts
of nanotubes only in the liver," says
lead author Bruce Weisman, professor ofchemistry."The liver naturally
removes drugs or compounds from
the blood, so this is what we expected
to find." The researchers also found
trace amounts of nanotubes in the

kidneys—another common expulsion route for drugs. There was no
evidence that nanotubes remained in
other tissues in the body.
"The early results are promising
for anyone interested in using carbon
nanotubes in biomedical applications,"
says co-author Steven Curley, professor ofsurgical oncology and chiefof
gastrointestinal tumor surgery at M.D.
Anderson."We are particularly pleased
that the fluorescent effect remains intact in our application, because this
makes it easier to see where the nanotubes end up, and it opens the door
to some exciting diagnostic and therapeutic applications."
In one follow-up project, researchers are working on methods that will
allow nanotubes to circulate longer
following injection so that the nanotubes can be more easily targeted to
specific organs. In another, the researchers are tracking the longer-term
behavior and effects of nanotubes in
research lab animals.
The research appeared in the Nov.
29,2006,issue of the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences and
was funded by the Affiance for NanoHealth, NASA,Rice University's Center for Biological and Environmental
Nanotechnology,the National Science
Foundation,the Welch Foundation and
the National Institutes of Health.•
—Jade Boyd

Ting Wang '07 has come full circle. A native of Shanghai,
Ting came to the United States when he was 7 years old.
Now a Rice alumnus who benefited from 10 scholarships
throughout his undergraduate years, Ting will soon return
to China, where he will join JPMorgan Investment Bank in
Hong Kong.
"As an immigrant in pursuit of the American dream, I never
thought that one day I'd find myself attending Rice University
with a dynamic job after graduation," says Ting. "Financial
generosity was on par with reputation in my college decision,
and I am very glad that I chose Rice."
At Rice,Ting studied economics,political science, managerial
studies and policy studies. Asian Studies complemented the
mix by providing international and cultural exposure to the
global world of business.
"Immigrating to the United States and now joining the booming
financial business back in Asia, I feel that I have gone full
circle," Ting says.
Perhapsjustas importantas his Rice degree is the international
Rice communitythatawaits him. Despite the distance between
Hong Kong and Houston, Ting will be among plenty of fellow
Rice alumni in his new home-35 to be exact. In more ways
than one, Ting Wang has come full circle.
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"While we're mimicking some techniques used
by viruses, we're using nontoxic pieces of protein,
and we're incorporating buckyballs as a passkey."
—Andrew Barron

Key Discovery: Budl balls Deliver Drugs to Cancer Cells
Living cells defend themselves by walling offthe outside world,
forming a protective cocoon around the cell's inner machinery
and its DNA blueprints.This helps prevent damage from many
outside influences,but it also can barthe introduction of drugs
used to fight illness. Now, though, a new way to use Rice's
famed buckyball nanoparticles to carry drugs into cancer
cells has just been discovered by Rice University scientists
and Baylor College of Medicine pediatric specialists.
The research, which appeared in
the Jan. 21,2007,issue ofthe
journal Organic and Biomolecular Chemistry, is the latest to
capitalize on the development
of a unique molecule called
"bucky amino acid," or BAA.
BAA is a buckyball-containing
amino acid that is based on phenylalanine, one ofthe 20 essential amino acids from which
all proteins are made. BAA was
created in the laboratory ofAndrew Barron, the Charles W.
Duncan Jr.—Welch Professor of
Chemistry, professor of materials science and associate dean
for industry interactions and
technology transfer.
"Drugs are far more effective if they're delivered through
the membrane, directly into
the cell," Barron says. "Viruses,
which often are toxic, long ago
developed ways ofsneaking
through cell walls. While we're
mimicking some techniques
used by viruses, we're using
nontoxic pieces of protein, and
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we're incorporating buckyballs
as a passkey."
Barron's graduate student,
Jianzhong Yang, developed several different BAA-containing
peptides, or slivers ofprotein
containing about a dozen or
so amino acids. In their natu-

and pass through the walls of
cancer cells and were effective at
penetrating the defenses of both
liver cancer cells and neuroblastoma cells.
"Neuroblastoma is the most
common extracranial solid tumor in children, and it is responsible for about 15 percent
ofpediatric cancer deaths," says
Jianhua Yang."Our findings are
significant because neuroblastoma cells are well-known for
their difficulty in transfection
through the cell membrane."
The research was supported
by the Welch Foundation,the
Bear Necessities Pediatric Cancer Foundation and the Hope
Street Kids Foundation. Co-

"Drugs are far more effective if they're delivered through
the membrane, directly into the cell. Viruses, which
often are toxic, long ago developed ways of sneaking
through cell walls."
—Andrew Barron

ral form, with phenylalanine
as a link in their chain, these
peptides did not pass through
cell walls. But the researchers,
working with Yang's brother,
Baylor College of Medicine assistant professor Jianhua Yang at
Texas Children's Cancer Center,
found the BAA-containing peptides could mimic viral proteins

authors on the study include
Rice graduate student Jonathan
Driver and Baylor College of
Medicine postdoctoral fellow
Kuan Wang.
A second BAA-related study
appeared in the Jan. 10,2007,
issue ofthe American Chemical Society's journal Nano Letters. In that study, Barron and

Jianzhong Yang partnered with
North Carolina State University
toxicologists and found that
repetitive movement can speed
the uptake of nanoparticles
through the skin.
A BAA solution was placed
on small sections ofpig skin,
and some sections of the skin
were held still while others
were flexed for varying times.
The team found that the more
the skin was flexed, the more
buckyballs it took up and the
deeper they penetrated. Penetration was also found to be
deeper as time passed.
"As more nanoparticles find
their way into the workplace
and consumer goods,and as scientists look for innovative ways
to use nanoparticles to deliver
drugs into the body," says Nancy Monteiro-Riviere, professor
ofinvestigative dermatology
and toxicology at NC State, "it
is critical that the nanoscience
community identify these types
ofexternal exposure factors."
The toxicological study was
funded by the Environmental
Protection Agency,the National
Academies Keck Futures Initiative and the Welch Foundation.
Co-authors included NC State
graduate student Jillian Rouse.•
—Jade Boyd
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Safer by the Sip

Nanoparticles of rust in water, depicted here, could prove to be a revolutionary, low-cost solution to a
deadly global problem. Graphic courtesy of CBEN/Rice University

Clean drinking water. Its something most Americans take for
granted, but not so for millions of people in India, Bangladesh
and other developing countries, where thousands of cases of
arsenic poisoning each year are linked to contaminated wells.
But a revolutionary, low-cost technology being developed at
Rice's Center for Biological and Environmental Nanotechnology might help change that.
Arsenic contamination in drinking water is a global problem,
and while there are ways to remove arsenic, they require extensive hardware and high-pressure
pumps that run on electricity.
"Our process is simple and requires no electricity," says center
director and lead author Vicki
Colvin. "Although the nanopartides we are using right now are
expensive, we are working on
new approaches that use rust and
olive oil and require no more facilities than a kitchen with a gas
cooktop."
The proposed technology is based on a newly discovered magnetic interaction that
takes place between particles
of rust that are smaller than
viruses—"nanorust."
"Magnetic particles this small
were thought to only interact
with a strong magnetic field,"
Colvin says. "Because we had
just figured out how to make
these particles in different sizes,
we decided to study just how big
ofa magnetic field we needed
to pull the particles out ofsus-

pension. We were surprised to
find that we didn't need large
electromagnets to move our
nanoparticles, and that in some
cases, handheld magnets could
do the trick."
The experiments involved
suspending pure samples of uniform-sized iron oxide particles in
water and using a magnetic field
to pull the particles out ofsolution, leaving only the purified
water. The researchers expected
that a large magnetic field would
be required. "As particle size is
reduced," explains co-author
Doug Natelson, associate professor of physics and astronomy and
in electrical and computer engineering,"the force on the particles drops rapidly, and the old
models predicted that very big
magnetic fields would be needed
to move these particles."
But the results puzzled the
researchers because even small
magnetic fields, such as those
generated by handheld magnets,
affected the particles, pointing to
a magnetic interaction between
the nanoparticles themselves. "It

turns out that the nanoparticles
actually exert forces on each
other," says Natelson."Once
the handheld magnets start gently pulling on a few nanopartides and get things going, the
nanoparticles effectively work
together to pull themselves out
of the water."
"It's yet another example
of the unique sorts of interactions we see at the nanoscale,"
Colvin says.
Because iron is well-known for
its ability to bind arsenic, Colvin's group repeated the experiments in arsenic-contaminated
water and found that the particles pulled out arsenic, reducing its amount in contaminated
water to levels well below the
Environmental Protection Agency's threshold for U.S. drinking
water.
Arsenic, a colorless, odorless,
tasteless element that can lead
to skin discoloration, sickness,
cancer and death, is a problem in
drinking water worldwide, but
is most acute in the developing
world. In 2005, the World Bank
estimated that 65 million people
in South and East Asia are at
risk for arsenic-related health
problems due to contaminated
water. The problem in Asia stems
from the reliance of many rural
communities on shallow underground "tube wells." These
wells were a saving grace in the
1970s because they reduced de-

pendence upon bacteria-infested
waterways and ponds. But many
ofthe wells have since turned
out to be a source of naturally
occurring arsenic.
Colvin's group has been collaborating with researchers in
civil and environmental engineering led by Rice professor
Mason Tomson to further develop the technology for arsenic remediation. Colvin says Tomson's
preliminary calculations indicate
the method could be practical
for settings where traditional
water-treatment technologies are
not possible. Because the raw
materials for generating the nanorust are inexpensive—rust and
fatty acids that can be obtained
from olive oil or coconut oil—
the cost ofthe materials could
be quite low if manufacturing
methods are scaled up.
Additional co-authors include
research scientist Amy Kan; postdoctoral research associate William Yu; and graduate students
John Mayo,Arjun Prakash,
Cafer Yuvez, Joshua Falkner,
Sujin Yean, Lili Cong and
Heather Shipley. The research is
sponsored by the National Science Foundation, and the new
technique was described in the
Nov. 10,2006,issue ofScience
magazine.•
—Jade Boyd
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Rice Breakthrough Aims to
Prevent Fibrotic Diseases
A scientific breakthrough at Rice University
could lead to the first treatment that preventsthe
buildup of deadly scar tissue in a broad class
of diseases that accounts for an estimated 45
percent of U.S. deaths each year.
Fibrosis occurs when the body's natural healing process goes awry,
creating extra scar tissue that does more harm than good. There
are dozens of fibrotic diseases, including atherosclerosis, asthma,
cirrhosis, scleroderma and pulmonary fibrosis. Since there are no
treatments approved by the Food and Drug Administration to prevent
fibrotic tissue from forming, doctors typically consider fibrosis to
be an irreversible process, and they simply try to slow it as much
as possible with anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive drugs.
"Fibrotic diseases kill so many people because they can crop up in almost any part of the body, and cardiac fibrosis is a particular problem
for anyone who's had a heart attack," says Richard Gomer, professo
r
of biochemistry and cell biology at Rice. "We've discovered a naturally
occurring blood protein that prevents dangerous scar tissue from forming." The protein, called "serum amyloid P," or SAP, circulates
in the
bloodstream and plays a crucial role in regulating wound healing. SAP's
role is to inhibit the activity of immune cells called fibrocytes, which
make excess collagen that the body uses to heal wounds.
Initial animal tests ofSAP at Rice have proved very promising. The
first study, done with collaborators at Baylor College of Medicine and
published in November in the Proceedings ofthe National Academi
es
ofScience,found that SAP injections prevented the formation offibrotic
scar tissue in the hearts oflab animals. Publication ofthe first pulmona
ry
fibrosis tests ofSAP is expected soon.
Gomer began researching SAP in 2001 after a chance meeting with
immunologist Darrell Pilling. Gomer, who'd spent most of his career
studying the single-celled amoeba Dictyostelium, met Pilling at lunch
during a cell biology conference. Pilling, who was a postdoctoral
research fellow at the University ofBirmingham in the United Kingdo
m,
had recently identified the factor that promoted lymphocyte survival
in
the fibrotic joints of rheumatoid arthritis patients. Pilling was hoping
to isolate novel biochemical factors associated with high cell-density
survival, and Gomer suggested he come to Houston to test some
techniques that had proved useful with Dictyostelium. A few days after
Piling's arrival, the pair noticed a clear interaction between the presence ofserum and fibrocytes, and within months they had isolated the
active component as SAP.
Theyimmediately recognized the importance ofthe find.Pilling stayed
in Houston as a faculty fellow,and Gomer all but abandoned his internationally recognized work on Dictyostelium. He even quit tinkering with
astronomical research gear, a passion he'd nurtured since his days as an
undergraduate physics major that allowed him to co-author a number of
astrophysical research papers over the years."Astronomy is a lot offun,"
he says, "but I just couldn't see myself spending the time on it when
thousands ofpeople were dying every day from these diseases."
Gomer and Pilling's research has been funded by the National Institutes ofHealth,the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the Scleroderma Foundation. The biopharmaceutical company Promedior Inc.
has licensed Rice's SAP technology for use against fibrotic diseases. The
company is engaged in animal testing, but has not yet set a date for the
first human clinical trials.•
—Jade Boyd
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Former Rice
University President
Norman Hackerman
Dies at Age 95
Acclaimed chemist Norman Hackerman, who
served as Rice University's fourth president
from 1970to 1985,died June 16. A distinguished
professor emeritus of chemistry and president
emeritus at Rice, he was 95.
"Rice University, the state of Texas and the world have
lost an extraordinary scientist and leader of higher education," says Rice President David W Leebron "In addition
to guiding Rice University as presidentfor 15 years, during
which he established several new schools and restored
Rice's financial stability, Norman Hackerman excelled as
a national advocate for chemical research and education,
particularly through his chairmanship of the National Science Board and his leadership to the American Chemical Society, the National Academy of Sciences and the
National Research Council.
"In the more than two decades since he was president
of Rice, Norman has been a source of advice and inspiration to higher education leaders and state and national
policymakers in the areas of science and education,"
Leebron says "His wisdom will be missed."
During Hackerman'stenure at Rice,the university launched
the Jesse H Jones Graduate School of Management and
the Shepherd School of Music It also divided science
and engineering to create the George R. Brown School
of Engineering and what later became the Wiess School
of Natural Sciences. Rice also separated humanities from
the social sciences and established the biochemistry, linguistics, mathematics and computer science departments
and the Rice Quantum Institute.
When Hackerman became president of Rice, the university's endowment was only $117 million The endowment had quadrupled by the time he stepped down as
president. He secured the Brown Challenge Grant, which
for more than two decades brought $2.5 million per year
in unrestricted funds to the university.
Hackerman strengthened the faculty as well. He increased the number of faculty by 229 members and the
number of endowed chairs from 21 to 60.
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The residential college system became coed during
Hackerman's administration
The Rice Board of Trustees established the Norman
Hackerman Fellowship in Chemistry in honor of Hackerman's 90th birthday in 2002 A plaque reading "Norman Hackerman, President and Professor of Chemistry,
1970-1985" was placed bythe large oak tree between the
architecture and physics buildings on campus The plaque
can be seen from the window of Hackerman's old office
in the Chemistry Building, now Howard Keck Hall
Hackerman was born March 1, 1912, in Baltimore, Md.
He received bachelor's(1932)and doctoral(1935)degrees
in chemistryfrom Johns Hopkins University. While working
as a chemist,he developed equipmentto homogenize milk.
He became internationally known as an expert in metal
corrosion, particularly the electrochemistry of oxidation
and processes that can slow or prevent corrosion.
In 1943, he worked for a year on the Manhattan Project, building the first atomic bomb Years later he was
quoted as saying the research was necessary, but not
interesting.
He joined the University of Texas faculty as an assistant
professor in 1945 and worked his way up the academic
ladder to become president in 1967 He left UT in 1970
for Rice, where he retired 15 years later.
Hackerman's many awards include Rice's Gold Medal for
distinguished service and the Gold Medal of the American
Institute of Chemists He received the National Medal of
Science from President Bill Clinton and the Vannevar Bush
Award, the National Science Board's highest honor.
Hackerman served on advisory committees and boards
of several technical societies and government agencies,
including the National Science Board, which he chaired
from 1974 to 1980, and the Texas Governor's Task Force
on Higher Education. He was a member of the National
Academy of Sciences and had served as editor of the
Journal of Electrochemistry and as president of the Electrochemical Society.
He was longtime chairman of the Scientific Advisory
Board of the Robert A Welch Foundation, one of the
nation's oldest and largest sources of private funding for
basic research in chemistry. In 2000, the foundation created the Norman Hackerman Award in Chemical Research
to recognize the work of young researchers in Texas. The
first recipient was Rice's Andrew Barron, the Charles W.
Duncan Jr -Welch Chair of Chemistry and professor of
materials science
Hackerman's wife, Gene,died in 2002.The Hackermans
had three daughters and one son, two of their grandchildren attended Rice
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His wisdo
will be mi
—David W Leebron
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Rice alum Gilbert Whitaker Jr.'53, who served as dean
of Rice University's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Management for eight years, died June 21 after a long
illness. He was 75.
"Rice has had no more loyal
graduate and visionary leader
than Gil Whitaker," President David W. Leebron says.
"When you look at the stunning building that houses the
Jones School of Management,
you see just one manifestation
ofthe impact Gil Whitaker had
on the business school and Rice.
His influence is also reflected
in the quality ofthe faculty, in
the growth ofour M.B.A. programs and in the school's first
accreditation during his tenure.
Gil breathed new life into the
Jones School and made it the
pride not only of Rice but also
of Houston. Beyond those great
contributions, he was a valued counselor to me,the Rice
Board ofTrustees and academic
leaders across our campus and
beyond."
Whitaker joined the Rice
administration in 1997 after
serving as dean and professor
of business economics at the
University of Michigan(U-M)
School of Business Administration for 11 years and then
as provost and executive vice
president for academic affairs at
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U-M,where he oversaw construction of new buildings and
an upgrade ofthe curriculum
and faculty.
During Whitaker's tenure as

forts, faculty recruitment and
student enrollment increased
in both the full-time M.B.A.
and the M.B.A. for Executives
programs.
Whitaker was the driving
force behind the conception,
design,funding and building of
the 167,000-square-foot awardwinning Janice and Robert
McNair Hall in which the Jones
School is now housed. In 1998,

In 1998, Gil and his wife,
Rice alumna Ruth Tonn
Whitaker '68, pledged
$100,000 toward McNair
Hall to demonstrate
their commitment to the
future of Rice's graduate
program.

Gil and Ruth Tenn Whitaker in the Gil and Ruth Whitaker Business Information
Center of McNair Hall.
dean,the Jones School became
fully accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business(AACSB).
Whitaker oversaw the establishment ofthe M.B.A. for Executives program,and through
his aggressive recruiting ef-

he and his wife, Rice alumna
Ruth Tonn Whitaker '68,
pledged $100,000 toward the
new building to demonstrate
their commitment to the future
of Rice's graduate program.
He set his sights on making the Jones School one of

the nation's top graduate business schools, and in 2002, the
Economist magazine ranked the
Jones School's finance program
No. 1 among U.S. business
schools. The Jones School's
marketing program tied for
eighth in the world and was
ranked second in the U.S. That
same year, the Financial Times
placed the Jones School as the
highest-ranked business school
in Texas and the region.
In 2001,Time magazine
recognized Whitaker's accomplishments in promoting
diversity. Whitaker also revised
the M.B.A. curriculum to put
more emphasis on experiential
learning.
In addition to his role as
dean,Whitaker served as the
H. Joe Nelson III Professor of
Business Economics. His research interests included the
cost-effective use oftechnology
in teaching and corporate governance. His academic specialty
was managerial economics, and
"Business Economics: Principles
and Cases," which he co-authored, was a leading textbook
for more than 20 years.
Before his retirement from
Rice in 2005,Whitaker led a
number of professional organizations in management education. He served as chairman
of the Graduate Management
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Admissions Council, as president ofAACSB and as a board
member of the Consortium of
Graduate Study in Management
and the Forum for the Future
of Higher Education.
He served as senior adviser to
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and as a director on the
boards ofthe Alley Theatre,
Westlake Chemical Corp., Lincoln National Corp. and John"When you look at
the stunning building that houses the
Jones School of
Management, you
see just one manifestation of the impact Gil Whitaker
had on the business
school and Rice."
—David

W Lee bran

son Controls, among others.
In addition to a bachelor's
degree in economics from Rice,
Whitaker had an M.S. and a
Ph.D. in economics from the
University ofWisconsin. Rice
honored him as a distinguished
alumnus in 1989,and the University of Michigan awarded
him a president's medallion in
1995.
Whitaker was a member of
the Navy ROTC and, after
graduating from Rice, was commissioned an ensign and assigned to the U.S.S. Isherwood
destroyer, serving in both the
Mediterranean and Pacific.
A native of Oklahoma,Whitaker began his teaching career in
1960 as a professor ofeconomics at Northwestern University.
From there he went to Washington University in St. Louis,
where he became associate dean
and professor of business economics at the Graduate School
of Business Administration. He
then served as dean and professor of business economics at the
M.J. Neeley School of Business
at Texas Christian University
before joining the faculty at the
University of Michigan.
Whitaker's philosophy was
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best reflected in this quote from
Chinese philosopher Lao-tzu:
"But of a good leader, who talks
little, when his work is done, his
aim fulfilled, they will say,'We
did this ourselves."
"Gil Whitaker transformed
the Rice M.B.A. by taking a
small, young business program
and expanding it into a vital
educational opportunity that
has global impact," says William Glick, who succeeded
Whitaker as dean ofthe Jones
School. "During his tenure, he
doubled the student population,
the alumni base and the faculty,
thus developing thought leaders throughout Houston and
far beyond. He launched new
educational programs, such as
the M.B.A. for Executives, and
enhanced executive educational
opportunities for both young
managers and seasoned executives. He also created the vision
for the newly approved undergraduate business minor.
"Gil's commitment to Rice
and the Jones School has
heightened the quality ofleadership, instilled ethical business
practices and nurtured the entrepreneurial spirit throughout
the business community," Glick
says."He was a valued advisor,

"Gil's commitment
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Architecture School Vies for Top Ranking
Rice University hasthe second-ranked undergraduate architecture program in the nation,according tothe Design Futures
Council's 2007 report in its journal, DesignIntelligence.
Previously ranked No 3, Rice's undergraduate architecture
program is now surpassed only by Cornell University's
Rice's graduate program in architecture, ranked seventh
last year, tied Cornell and Washington University's graduate
programs for sixth place this year. The No 1 spot went to
Harvard University.
The rankings reflect a survey of leaders of more than 300
architecture firms who, during the past five years, have had
direct experience in the hiring and performance of recent
architecture graduates.Survey participants were asked about
which accredited programs have best prepared students for
today's real-world practice. Only schools accredited by the
National Architectural Accrediting Board were eligible
Lars Lerup, dean of Rice's School of Architecture and the
William Ward Watkin Professor of Architecture, attributes
Rice's consistently high ranking to several factors, including
a very careful and specialized admissions system that enables Rice to compete with top-ranked schools for the best
students. Associate dean and professor of architecture John
Casbanan adds,"We interview practically all undergraduate
applicants, and the 24 we admit have demonstrated creativity, knowledge of the field and academic excellence." Other
factors include constant visibility through the school's Web
site and publications and the Preceptorship Program, which
gives fourth-year students a full year of practical experience
at leading architectural firms.
The Design Futures Council's annual ranking of U.S. architecture and design schools is published in DesignIntelligence
and on its Web site at www.di.net.•
J Almond

to Rice and the
Jones School has
heightened the quality
of leadership, instilled
ethical business
practices and nurtured
the entrepreneurial

Dateline Rice
Dateline Rice is a new daily electronic bulletin that offers
links to newspapers, magazines and broadcast media that
mention Rice University. If you haven't already subscribed
to this free service, go to: media rice edu/dateline

spirit throughout the
business community."
—William Glick
and I am deeply grateful for the
guidance he provided to me and
the many people he influenced
at Rice and throughout the
world."
Whitaker is survived by his
wife of53 years, their three children and five grandchildren and
a sister.•
—B. J. Almond

Rice News Goes Online
Rice's faculty-staff newspaper, Rice News, is now an
online publication. To learn the latest in what's going on
at Rice, subscribe at: www.rice.edu/ricenews.
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Financial literacy
Seminars for Women
Have Immediate,
Positive Impact
In 2005, 1 million women declared bankruptcy-150,000 more than
the number of men in the same year. Women work an average of 12
fewer years than men,get less in Social Security and retirement and
live longer. Roughly 90 percent of women will be solely responsible
for managing their finances at some point in their lives. Jill Foote, a
lecturer of management at Rice's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Management, pointed to these sobering statistics as evidence of
the need to provide financial education thattranslates into practical
application over the long term.
Rice University was commissioned in early 2006 by The
Women's Resource(TWR)of
Greater Houston to conduct a
pilot study to determine the effectiveness ofTVVR's free financial literacy seminars. The study
was done in partnership with
Michael Emerson, the Allyn
and Gladys Cline Professor of
Sociology and director of Rice
University's Center on Race,
Religion and Urban Life. The
actual research was conducted
by Rice undergraduate students
who took Emerson's course,
Research Methods,in spring
2006."We were looking to see
if participants acquired financial knowledge from the program," Foote says. "Preseminar
and postseminar tests helped
us gauge their improvement in
concepts like using credit cards
and calculating interest rates."
The results ofthe Rice study
showed that TVVR's seminars
are having a measurable impact
on the participants. On average, grades increased from less
than 50 percent correct on the
preseminar test to more than 70
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percent on the postseminar test.
"We think of that as going from
a failing grade to a C," Foote
says."We were impressed with
that increase."
The next step, Foote explains,
is to see how participants apply

several recommendations to
support ongoing practical application ofthe financial lessons,
including increasing the number
of hands-on experiences in the
classroom,such as studying actual credit card bills and bank
account applications and having institutions, like commercial
banks, host and teach some of
the sessions to leverage professional expertise and provide
practical, real-world learning
experiences.
Foote is convinced that effective, multidimensional financial
learning opportunities for women will help reduce inequities

"Low levels of financial literacy will
impact the future of this country,
so it's extremely important that we
highlight the gaps and do what we
can to fix them."
—Jill Foote
the financial knowledge they
gained in the classroom. "If we
teach women how to do a budget, are they actually using one
now?" she asks. "Will they continue to use it in three years?"
Rice researchers have recommended that TVVR expand the
research over time and across
different groups to understand
the seminars' long-term impact
on participants. They also made

in the marketplace."Low levels
offinancial literacy will impact
the future ofthis country,"
Foote says,"so it's extremely
important that we highlight the
gaps and do what we can to fix
them."
In another outreach endeavor
to advance financial education—
in this case to teens—Foote
serves as director of the Jones
School's Rice Summer Business

Institute. Her course, Money
& Business 101,introduces
high school juniors and seniors
from Houston's economically
disadvantaged communities to
the fundamentals of business
and financial markets. In 2006,
more than half the participants
were female, which Foote found
very encouraging."We want to
get young women interested in
and excited about business," she
says,"and prepare them with a
basic financial understanding,
which will be important regardless of what they do."
The Summer Business Institute is just beginning its
third year, but Foote already
has started collecting data on
the students, with plans to
track them through college
and beyond. Just as with the
TVVR study, Rice researchers
want to understand the longterm benefits of what's being
taught. "The overall goal is to
give effective training to those
who typically don't have access to it," Foote says. "Too
many people are not learning
about financial management at
school; they're not learning it at
home. But we now know that,
with systematic efforts, there is
a clear short-term benefit. We
believe, we hope and we ultimately will test to confirm that
these efforts also will make a
difference over the long run."•
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Change the World with Your Computer
.•!
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Communication
Often the Missing.
Element in Changing
Businesses
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People in our society often feel the need to communicate 24 hours
a day, resulting in a continuous buzz of e-mail, instant messages
and cell phone calls. But sometimes, critical communications are
neglected or missing, especially those that emphasize crosscultural communication in even the most detailed changemanagement programs.
Deborah Barrett, Rice professor in the practice of professional communication, stresses that ineffectual communication during times of
great change, particularly during a merger, can be the downfall of any
change management initiative. "With the national and geographical
cultural diversity in most organizations adding to the challenge of
reaching all employees with meaningful change messages, the greatest difficulty organizations face in bringing about change today is
effective cross-cultural communication," Barrett writes in her article,
"Successful Cross-Cultural Communication During Major Change,"
published recently in the International Journal of Knowledge, Culture and Change Management.
Embracing communication in each element ofa change management
strategy may be challenging, but without it, the chance oftrue success
is nearly impossible. Barrett encourages leaders within organizations to
develop cross-cultural advisory teams to provide both analysis and support to the change leaders. This team,which would have representatives
from major cultural groups within the organization,should be made up
ofindividuals who are culturally literate, exemplify open communication
ability and have a strong degree ofemotional intelligence.
Companies that have had success in communicating cross-culturally
are applying both traditional and new media as ways to reach employees. Barrett recently worked with El Paso Energy and has high praise
for the company's organization ofits intranet as a way to reach its varied
employees. "While El Paso may not have as many cross-cultural challenges as other organizations with more international operations,the
tailoring it has done with its intranet is commendable," Barrett says.
"For instance, when an employee who works in the regulated side of
the business first turns on his PC,the message he'll be reading via the
company intranet is different from a fellow employee who works in the
nonregulated arena."
Barrett brings her insights to Rice as well as to outside organizations. "President Leebron has emphasized that communication skills are
fundamental for every Rice student," she says,"so we are working on
strengthening communication instruction across the curriculum.".

Building a house byyourself would be a daunting task,
but assemble a crew,and the difficult gets a lot easier.
Thafsthe principle behind the IBM-led World Community Grid and the reason Rice has become a partner in
this effortto join numerous individual computers into a
large system with massive computational power that
far exceeds the power of a supercomputer.

The World Community Grid, a group of more than 245
companies, associations, foundations, nonprofit organizations and academic institutions that contribute idle
computer time for humanitarian research, uses Webbased technology to combine the processing power of
computers in scattered locationsto establish a permanent,
flexible infrastructure that researchers can use to help
solve complex problems related to cancer,AIDS and other
pressing problems. Contributing computer power to the
World Community Grid does not detract from local work
performed on individual machines because grid tasks are
performed only when a computer is idle.
In its first year, World Community Grid ran the Human
Proteome Folding Project, which provided researchers
with data on how individual proteins affect human health,
enabling them to develop new therapies for diseases
like Lyme disease, malaria and tuberculosis. Without
the benefit of grid technology, it's estimated the project
would have taken about five years to complete instead
of just one.
In November 2005, World Community Grid launched
FightAIDS@Home. Sponsored by The Scripps Research
Institute, FightAIDS@Home is using computational methods to identify new candidate drugs to block HIV protease,
a key molecular structure that, when blocked, stops the
virusfrom maturing and developing intofull-blown AIDS.In
July 2006,World Community Grid began the Help Defeat
Cancer Project to devise new investigative tools to help
doctors select proper treatments and provide accurate
prognoses for cancer patients.
Computers on and off the Rice campus can join the
Rice team, so personal and home computers also can
donate idle time to this worthwhile humanitarian research
effort. To contribute your computer's idle time, go to
www.worldcommunitygrid.org,download and install the
free desktop software and identify your computer as part
of the Rice University team. Security is a top concern
for World Community Grid, and it is addressed seriously
and vigilantly. For additional details on the grid's security
measures, refer to the security overview at www.rice.
edu/vpit/pdf/wcg-security.pdf.•
—Kim Andrews

—Heather McLean Widerhoeft
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With Rice University located across the
street from one of the world's largest
medical centers,some people may find it
hard to believe the campus needs its own
emergency medical service. But when an
accident occurs within the hedges and every
passing second can mean the difference
between life and death, having a team
of life-saving professionals on campus
improves the odds of a good outcome.
BY ARIE WILSON • PHOTOGRAPHY BY TOMMY LAVERGNE

Since the program's inception in 1996, Rice Emergency Medical
Services, or REMS, has grown from a handful of student volunteers with basic emergency medical certification to a 48-member university-sanctioned division of the Rice University Police
Department,with the majority of emergency medical technicians
(EMTs)holding advanced life-support certification.
REMS director Cathy Sunday says having an advanced life-support first-responder organization that is registered with the Texas Department ofState
Health Services is afeatin itself,much less maintaining a completely volunteer
life-saving organization. Sunday, a licensed paramedic with more than 20
years ofexperience, is the division's only salaried university employee.
Allthe REMSEMTs have secured certification on their own and volunteer
their time to help keep the university safe. Many ofthe EMTs have advanced
and specialty certifications that allow for more
than basic administration ofemergency care.
'With basiccertification,EMTscan givelimited
medications and administer blood-loss control,
splinting,shock management and cardiopulmonaryresuscitation,"Sundaysays."The advanced
certification takes them even farther, allowing
ourEMTstointubate,perform intravenous and
intraosseous[into bone]therapies and advanced
medication administration."
REMS averages about three to four emergency calls a day. The problems range from
sports injuries and general illnesses to auto- "It is important for people
mobile accident injuries and cardiac arrests. to realize that this isn't
And with an average response time of only a student organization
a little more than three minutes, REMS gets
or club," Sunday says.
to the scene sooner than other local EMS or
"REMS is a department
first-responders.
university that has
"It is important for people to realize that ofthis
providing the
students
this isn't a student organization or club,"
EMS
services.
These
Sunday says. "REMS is a department of this
university that hasstudents providing the EMS students are the cream
services. These students are the cream of the of the crop."
crop. They go above and beyond to be here
—Cathy Sunday
doing this, providing a free service to their
school and community."
Students undergo rigorous training to become certified EMTs.They must
take HEAL308,Rice's basic EMTcourse,orcomplete a comparable program
at another institution and then pass state and national certification exams.
In addition,EMS members are required to perform 36 hours ofride-alongs
in area ambulances each semester to qualify for REMS.While securing their
certification, members often choose to volunteer in local emergency rooms.
Some pursue the advanced certification, which requires a second, more intense class but allows them to administer Ws or intubate patients.
Since the students volunteer for REMS in addition to their regular course
work,Sunday says, becoming a part ofthe organization is a major commitment and requires dedication and superb time-management skills.
Dania Daye'07served as the REMS operations lieutenant and chair ofthe
REMS Anniversary Committee. Daye was responsible for overseeing some
aspects ofthe daily operation ofREMS,such as ordering medical supplies,
purchasing and maintaining medical and communications equipment and
ensuring the EMS vehicles are in good working condition.
While some students become EMTs because they want to attend medical
school and need the experience, Daye says, others do it for the rewarding feeling of helping others. "It can be very addicting," she says.
"I would have ridden along with local ambulances a lot more ifI
didn't make myself stop and focus on other things. There's no
other feeling like it."
Daye's administrative duties were no less rewarding. She
worked to get more automated external defibrillators
on campus. "It is something that could save a person's
life," she says.
Former REMS captain Cameron Decker'07 was the
highest-ranking student member. Decker says REMS
was a big selling point for the university when he was

applying to schools across the country."I remember reviewing the REMS
Web site very closely my senior year of high school and thinking it was an
organization I could participate in to make a difference in my community,"
Decker says. "Four years later, I look back and see how much progress we
made. We not only maintained and expanded our tradition of excellence
but also transitioned to advanced life-support care, a goal that had been in
development since shortly after the department was founded."
REMS has a long history ofstudents wanting to give back to Rice and
help ensure the safety of future Owls. Then-undergraduates Mark Escott
'96 and Noah Reiter'00 were instrumental in getting the program funded,
and by 1996,the first training course was held to create a staffofstudents to
respond to emergencies. After many discussions with local EMS providers,
meetings with administrators,data calculations,budgeting and development,
REMS began emergency response operations on Oct. 4, 1996.
The first life saved by REMS occurred just eight days after the organization was formed. During a wedding reception at the Faculty Club, an
elderly woman collapsed on the dance floor in cardiac arrest. A REMS EMT
happened to be working as a waitress at the event, and she began CPR
within 30 seconds. The REMS crew on duty and supervisors arrived less
than two minutes later to continue life-saving efforts, as did the Houston
Fire Department. After they used a defibrillator to restart her heart, she
began breathing again,and she was talking by the time the fire department
ambulance got her to the hospital.
REMS responds to campus emergencies around the clock and on holidays, with the exception ofwinter and spring breaks, when calls are routed
to the Houston Fire Department. Space in colleges is even donated for
REMS members who live off campus, so they can remain on campus
throughout their shifts.
"It can be an extremely time-consuming and stressful job, but there are
very few occupations that allow you to step into a total stranger's life and
instantly receive 100 percent of their trust," Decker says. "What we do is
incredibly unique: How many other college students are fortunate enough
to experience the extraordinarily rewarding feeling oftruly saving a fellow
human's life?"
REMS members are confident they will continue their award-winning
service. Rice University has been honored numerous times by the National
Collegiate EMS Foundation. REMS received the Campus EMS Organization of the Year award in 2000, recognizing the organization's excellent
service to the university. REMS founder Noah Reiter won the Campus
EMS Provider ofthe Year award in 1999 and the Campus EMS Advisor of
the Year award in 2001 for his work in organizing and supporting REMS
both during his time at Rice and after he graduated. In addition, REMS
has received the Striving for Excellence Award.
In March, REMS members celebrated the program's 10th anniversary
with a formal reception and dinner for staff and alumni.•
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Student Calculates a Cost-Saving
Maneuver for Space Station
In a rare fulfillment of a boyhood fantasy, Sagar Bhatt watched as the
International Space Station(ISS)maneuvered in space,for the first time
in history, without burning any costly propellant,just as his calculations
had predicted.

Young Geologist Aims for Mars
Ulyana Horodyskyj'07,is a perfect example of what can happen at Rice when an undergraduate is curious and hungry for
educational experiences outside the classroom.
ast summer, Horodyskyj made an oral presentation at an international conference in Australia on her research comparing the ancient
Earth with that of today. More recently, she presented a poster about
Kilauea, the world's most active volcano, at the annual meeting of
the Geological Society of America The poster presentation involved
using volcanology to educate the geoscience community about a
field camp experience for undergraduate and graduate students.
The poster got even more use when Horodyskyj educated girls about
science and volcanology at the Sally Ride Science Festival and the
Department of Earth Science's Girl Scout Day.
All of this came about because of a three-week geology field trip
to Hawaii she took during a class with Cin-Ty Lee, assistant professor of Earth science "I enjoyed it so much that I asked Dr. Lee if I
could work with him more," she says "I never expected it would go
this far; I just wanted some experience."
Her research on the ancient Earth is a result of a 15-month project
comparing the chemical signatures of billion-year-old metamorphic
rocks from Africa and Siberia to younger rocks from the Sierra Nevada in California "You can see similarities in the two chemistries,"
Horodyskyj says "This potentially shows us that the modern-day
style of continental formation may have been operating at least in
some part in ancient times."
Horodyskyj sees her presentations as a way to return to Rice the
favor of allowing her to have such rich and varied field and research
experiences while still an undergraduate In addition to going to
Hawaii, she has traveled to New Mexico, Colorado, California,
Alberta, British Columbia, Belize and Australia "I believe it is the
responsibility of scientists to do something with their knowledge,
to give back to the community," Horodyskyj says "What better way
to give back to Rice than to go to a conference and show how the
knowledge I've gained here can help others?"
Horodyskyj, whose grandparents emigrated from Ukraine before
her birth, is applying for Ph.D. programs in planetary science "I want
to use my background and understanding of geological terrains and
volcanoes to do comparative planetology, particularly of Mars," she
says "After graduate school, I plan to try for the astronaut corps."
In the meantime, Horodyskyj is setting her sights on another field
trip this summer—maybe to Alaska
—Dawn Dorsey
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For 18 months, Bhatt, a third-year graduate student in computational and
applied mathematics, worked as a fellow at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, collaborating with Yin Zhang, Rice professor of computational and
applied mathematics, and Nazareth Bedrossian of Draper Laboratory to
perfect the Zero-Propellant Maneuver (ZPM). Zhang describes the ZPM
as "similar to the way a sailboat would tack against the wind." Through a
series ofcommands,the ISS was maneuvered along an optimized trajectory
without the use ofthrusters and without modification of its flight software.
Bhatt calculated the optimized trajectory, which takes advantage ofnaturally
occurring environmental torques to maintain the ISS gyroscopes within operational margins while performing the 90-degree reorientation.
Zhang praised Bhatt's hard work and ingenuity, but maybe Bhatt's best
reward was seeing his work in action. He was at Johnson Space Center
last November as the ZPM was executed successfully. "For two hours, the
450,000-pound space station did exactly what we thought it would do," he
says. "It was unbelievable."•
—Patrick Kurp

Rice Students Talk Their Way to the Top
It might be that recent graduate Priscilla Parrett'07 could talk you into
anything. In April, she took home the national championship in persuasive speaking atthe American Forensics Association National Individual
Events Tournament (AFA-NIET), held at the University of Minnesota at
Mankato.
Parrett was one of 10 students from the George R. Brown Forensics
Society, Rice's speech and debate team, to compete in the tournament,
which had 1,200-plus entries from more than 100 colleges and universities. The team finished 19th out of 120, reaching its goal of finishing in
the top 20 by year's end. Just four years ago, the squad had no qualifiers
for the event.
AFA-NIET is the most difficult national debate tournament to qualify
for,and schools generally qualify in only two to four events, but Rice qualified in 26 events. Parrett also reached the quarterfinals in the Impromptu
Speaking category,placing her in the top 24 in the nation in this event,and
she was selected to the 2007 AFA-NIET All-American Team for her community service work, academic performance and competitive success.
Hrishi Hari '08 reached the semifinals in Extemporaneous Speaking,
placing in the top 16 in the nation, and he also reached the quarterfinals
in Persuasive Speaking, placing him in the top 24. Other team members
who qualified in various events were Ted Torous, Holly Naylor, Kirti
Datla, Richard Flores, Everrette Kreider, Aparna Bhaduri, Sara Franco
and Jo Hsu.
The team's success in the AFA-NIET followed a fifth place win in March
at the National Parliamentary Debate Association(NPDA)Championship
Tournament, the finals for the largest intercollegiate debate organization
in the nation. Eighteen students from the Forensics Society competed at
Colorado College in Colorado Springs against 242 teams from 92 other
colleges and universities. The fourth-place finish is Rice's best since 1998
and is an improvement over last year's 12th place finish.
The Rice squad won 10individual awards,led by Parrett,who wasselected
to the NPDA All-American Team. Other winners were Bhaduri, Robert
Crider, Datla, Flores, Hari, Kreider, Jason Siegel and Cathy Yang.
The team is coached by David Worth,director offorensics, and Jeremy
Grace, assistant director offorensics.•
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Overthe lastthree years,I have often remarked how
importantthe relationship between Rice and the city
of Houston is. In that spirit, we are printing below
an edited version of remarks I made on April 17 at
the Center for Houston's Future annual luncheon.

Looking back over the history of
great cities,evidence is plentiful
that it was, in part, universities
that made them great. Conversely, a university depends on
the city—on its ability to attract
students, faculty, staff and others to the university because of
what the city has to offer.
Perhaps the most critical element of the
relationship is the role of the university in a city
in which ideas and knowledge will—more than
ever—drive sustained economic success. Consider
just one aspect of that success here in Houston: the
health care industry.
Houston is a health care center because of the research capabilities here inthecity. Medical researchers
need to draw on fields such as physics and make use
of powerful mathematical and statistical modeling and
computing technologies. Thus the great educational
and research institutions ofthe Texas Medical Center
need whatRice University can provide,justas Rice—if
it is to succeed in its research mission and attract
the best scientists—must be complemented by the
strengths of the medical center institutions.
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International Outlook
In addition to providing all of the advantages of a
city of its size, the nation's fourth largest, Houston
is an international city. One reflection of this is the
number of consular representatives: With 87,we are
third in the country.The city reflects the cultures,food
and talent of people from all over the world. It is an
exciting place to be.
Why has Houston emerged as one of America's
most international cities? There are a number of
reasons:the fact that we are located near the border
with Latin America, that we are America's second
largest port, that we are the headquarters and hub
of one of the world's major airlines, that so many
major corporations are headquartered here. But at
least three of these four reasons go back to what is
most important—Houston's relationship to energy.As
we are proud of saying, Houston is the world capital
of the energy industry.
To grasp the distinction and importance of this,ask
yourselves how many cities are the world capital of
anything? Well, of course, there's Gilroy, Calif., the
world capital of garlic. Or Castroville, Calif.,the world
capital of artichokes, or Strong, Maine, the world
capital of toothpicks. Houston, however,can claim to
be the capital of something truly significant—energy,
essential to all nations and people.
Ambitious, Compelling and
Fundamental Goals
In recentyears, Houston's economy has become more
diversified and less dependent on the oil industry. But
we should not underestimate the continuing broad
importance of that industry to our city. We are the
center of the energy industry because the energy industry remains centered on oil. Many predict that by
midcenturythe petroleum supply wi I I have decreased
to the point that it is unlikely to be the primary source
of energy. In that scenario, absent the development
of new energy sectors here, Houston will cease to
be the energy capital.
In their book "Builtto Last," authors J im Collins and
Jerry Porras attempt to define the characteristics of
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extremely successful,enduring business enterprises.
They speculate that their analysis could also apply to
entities such as cities. Cities today, like universities,
find themselves in a highly competitive environment.
And in such an environment, the path downward is
far easier than the path upward.
We have certainly seen cities rise and fall. For example,we have learned thatthe American automobile

"The quality of our workforce will be the single
biggest factor in whether
the industries of the
future will see us as
a destination, and the
quality of that workforce
depends on education."
—David W Leebron

industry apparently was not built to last and, as a
result, Detroit—once the undisputed world capital
of the automobile industry—has been in steep economic decline. Indeed, in 1960, when Houston was
the seventh largest city, the fifth was Detroit, the
sixth was Baltimore, the eighth was Cleveland and
the 10th was St. Louis. Today,those cities rank 11th,
18th, 39th and 52nd, respectively.
Is that Houston's fate? What must we do to be
sure not merely that our great city will continue
to exist, which it undoubtedly will, but that it will
thrive and excel?

In "Built to Last," the authors introduce the concept
of Big Hairy Audacious Goals, or BHAGs. BHAGs
are ambitious, compelling, fundamental goals. An
example is President John Kennedy's decision to go
to the moon. He spoke about it in a speech at Rice
Stadium almost 45 years ago:
But why, some say, the moon? Why choose
this as our goal? And they may well ask why
climbthe highest mountain? Why,35 years ago,
fly the Atlantic? Why does Rice play Texas?
We choose to go to the moon. We choose
to go to the moon in this decade and do the
other things, not because they are easy, but
because they are hard, because that goal will
serve to organize and measure the best of our
energies and skills, because that challenge
is one that we are willing to accept, one we
are unwilling to postpone and one which we
intend to win.
What is the power of an audacious goal? Consider
Augustus and John Allen, who in 1836 had the audacity to promote Houston, where they were selling
land for $1 an acre, as the future "great interior commercial emporium of Texas" and claimed that it was
already a thriving port city, despite the fact that its
bayous were barely navigable. Today you can try to
buy land near the Texas Medical Center at $10 million per acre, and Houston is the largest port in the
country in terms of foreign tonnage.
I would suggest three such goals for Houston:
• To be the destination city for companies and
entrepreneurs because of the quality of the
workforce.
• To be the destination city for individuals and
their families because of the quality of life.
• To remain the world capital of energy, however
that industry may evolve.

"My late Rice colleague, Nobel Prize winner Richard Smalley,
saw in nanotechnology the future of energy, and particularly
in the efficient transmission of energy through carbon nanotube wires.
If we are to succeed in retaining Houston's pre-eminent position in
this arena, we must invest in such research here in Houston."
—David W. Leebron

Achievement Through
Partnerships
What will it take to achieve these? In each area,the
universities of our city are likely to make essential
contributions. Let me begin with the last, for it is
here that a newer partnership of the city, energy
companies and the universities will be critical. The
future of energy depends first and foremost on
research that will discover new sources of energy,
new ways to make current energy processes and
technologies more efficient and new ways to more
efficiently transmit energy.
My late Rice colleague, Nobel Prize winner
Richard Smalley,saw in nanotechnologythe future of
energy,and particularly in the efficient transmission
of energy through carbon nanotube wires. If we are
to succeed in retaining Houston's pre-eminent position in this arena, we must invest in such research
here in Houston. The lesson of Silicon Valley is that
in research, as in real estate, location does matter.
The city of Houston has served our energy industry
well, and the energy industry has served Houston
well. We must build that partnership and secure
energy research here, in the capital of energy.
Let me turn now briefly to our other two, closely
related, BHAGs for Houston. What are our challenges in making our city a destination for industry
and people? Our city was built on immigration,
and we have today a remarkably diverse city. That
diversity is one of the reasons to have great confidence about our future: Industries will seek out
that diversity, correctly seeing it as the foundation
of global success.
The quality of our workforce will be the single
biggest factor in whether the industries of the future will see us as a destination, and the quality of
that workforce depends on education. If we do not
solve our K-12 education problems, if we do not
addressthe horrendous dropout rate of our students,
if we do not inspire them and enable them to be
globally competitive in math and science, we will
not be a great city. Our universities are playing an
important role here.

Facing Challenges Together
In addition to education, our community faces three
other fundamental challenges to its quality of life:
the environment, transportation and health care.
We have ignored these problems for too long here
in Houston, and much is at stake. For one thing, the
energy industry of the future will be a clean industry,
and a clean industry will not locate in a dirty city.

David W. Leebron
The longeryou postpone addressing a problem,the
more expensive, complicated and politically difficult
it will be to solve. And, therefore, the more unlikely
it is that you will actually solve it. Maybe that's
what Yogi Berra meant when he said, "The future
ain't what it used to be." In Jared Diamond's book
"Collapse," he outlines several failures of collective
decision making that lead to the collapse of complex
societies. The most frequent reason for such failure,
he says, is that societies fail to solve a problem even
after it has been perceived.
We know what our problems are. We know they

will not go away on their own and will be even more
difficultto solve if we simplywait and hope.If we don't
act, we will be culpable as our descendants struggle
with the problems of an uneducated population, a
fouled environment, inadequate transportation and
substandard medical care. Solving these problems
is not rocket science; it is harder than rocket science. They require the full spectrum of knowledge,
research and resources that a city, its industries and
its universities can bring to bear.
That is why,for example, Rice professor Michael
Emerson has launched the Program for the Study of
Houston, which will bring together scientists and
humanists,engineers and social scientiststo examine
some of the most pressing problems facing Houston
and other metropolitan areas.That is why,every year,
Rice sociologist Stephen Klineberg conducts his longitudinal study of Houston. That is why we support
research on air quality and health care.
If we work together here in Houston, there is no
challenge we cannot meet. Kennedy again put it best
when he spoke at Rice:"We meet at a college noted
for knowledge, in a city noted for progress, in a state
noted for strength,and we stand in need of all three."
And indeed, Houston and Rice played critical roles in
putting a man on the moon.
A couple weeks ago, I visited the offices of the
Center for Houston's Future, which is doing valuable work for which we should all be grateful. But
the center of Houston's future does not lie in that
office: It lies with all of us who have the capacity to
do something about our future. We really face only
one fundamental question, and that is whether we
will deal today with issues that will define Houston
tomorrow;whether,asPresident Kennedy proclaimed,
we are unwilling to postpone addressing our challenges. If each of us commits to being a force for
Houston's future, then our generation will take its
place beside those bold adventurers who founded
our city and those who made "Houston" the first
word uttered on the moon.•
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RaciI diversity at Rice, as at most Southern
. %..
universities, began within living memory
within the tenure, in fact, of some of Rice's
current faculty. Rice's road leading up to
desegregation was not always the smoothest, but
the university has come a long way since then.
24
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"Our History,Our Present,Our Future,"
a daylong, 40th anniversary commemoration of the first African-American students
to enter Rice as undergraduates and earn
degrees, was held Feb. 20. Featuring talks
and panel discussions onthe history of Rice's
desegregation,the blackstudentexperience
here and the future of racial diversity atthe
university,the eventserved as a reminder of
how much education—and the educational
experience—has changed at Rice since
the original Rice charter ban on nonwhite
students was lifted in the 1960s.
"At Rice, we firmly believe that diversity
makes us better at producing knowledge
and educating students," President David
W. Leebron said at the event. "In our contemporary world, diverse research communities often produce deeper knowledge."
In fact, the mission statement and fully half
of the 10 points of Rice University's Vision
for the Second Century—Rice's blueprint
for the near future—address the need for
diversity.(See sidebar on Page 29.)
It wasn't always so. Rice's charter stated
that the institution was to admit only white
students. While a handful of Hispanic
and Asian students did attend during the
university's early decades, students ofAfrican-American background were expressly
prohibited. Even so, stirrings of desegregation began soon after World War II.
"In 1948 or '49, the Thresher ran an
editorial saying that the university should
desegregate," says Melissa Kean '96, Rice's
historian and an expert in the development
of higher education in the South."And every once in a while throughout the 1950s,
a student would write a letter or somebody
would write an editorial or there'd be a
poll. But there was no real pressure from
within the university to change things. Nor
did Houston have an auspicious climate for
agitating for desegregation at the time."
But pressures from outside were building. Desegregation laws were being enacted, and social and cultural attitudes were
driving the movement toward diversity at
a grassroots level, as well. The dynamic at
Rice began to alter with the makeup of the
Rice Board of Governors, which, by the
late 1950s, was dominated by George R.
Brown and Newton Rayzor. "Brown and
Rayzor had a national outlook as well as a
sophisticated understanding offinance,"
Kean says. "They had a strong need for
competent Rice graduates in their businesses, and naturally they wanted Rice to be in

the elite category ofinstitutions."
Brown and Rayzor knew that Rice had
to change its stance on integration. One
of their challenges was to replace President
William V. Houston, who suffered a heart
attack in 1960. Their search led them to
Kenneth Pitzer—an eminent chemist from
Stanford University who had served as
director ofresearch and chairman of the
general advisory committee of the Atomic
Energy Commission. Pitzer was a leader
who knew how to obtain federal research
funds, and when they approached him,
Brown and Rayzor were explicit about the

"At Rice, we firmly
believe that diversity
makes us better at
producing knowledge
and educating
students. In our
contemporary world,
diverse research
communities often
produce deeper
knowledge."

steering clear of segregated institutions.
The board assured Pitzer that the matter would be resolved as quickly as possible
and, though the legal wrangling went on
for another three years, the charter was formally amended in 1964 to admit capable
students regardless of color.
Graduate student Raymond Johnson '69
was admitted immediately, and the next
year saw the admission of the first two African-American undergraduates: Jacqueline
McCauley and Charles Freeman. Both left
Rice within a couple of years. Freeman ended up getting a degree from Lamar Univer-

•••

—David W. Leebron

goals they wanted him to achieve.
"His job," Kean says,"was going to be
to take this good school that was, by now,
clearly losing ground in its competition
with other universities—even other Southern universities, some of which had begun
to desegregate as early as 1950—and make
it a great school."
Principal components ofthis would be
to raise research funds from the federal
government and major foundations and
to attract the best faculty possible. At
his first meeting with the board in 1961,
Pitzer made it clear that Rice could not
be turned into a major research university
if it remained segregated. Not only was
the federal government writing nondiscrimination clauses into its contracts, but
the big national foundations were making
it known that they would not continue
to put money into institutions that did
not meet new standards of diversity. Nor
would Rice be able to recruit and retain
the caliber of faculty it needed, because
many potential faculty members were

sity in Beaumont, and McCauley became a
Houston radio personality. Two more black
students were admitted in 1966. They were
Linda Faye Williams and Theodore Henderson, both of whom graduated in 1970.
Williams went on to become a respected
professor of political science before succumbing to cancer last year, and Henderson works in the hospitality industry in
Hawaii.
"To me," Kean says,"the most moving
part of all of this is these kids. There's no
way we can pay them back for being brave
enough and strong enough to come here.
They saved us from our own failings and
set us free."
Since then, minority admissions have
steadily risen, and in fall 2006,44 percent
ofincoming undergraduates were students
of color. For more information about diversity in admissions, see "More than Simple
Numbers." To see some of the efforts
to improve relationships on campus,see
"More than a Simple Equation."
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Diversity: More than
Simple Numbers
Professorofsociology and civil rightschampion Chandler Davidson cameto Rice in 1966,
the same year that the university's first two
black graduates matriculated.He knew one
of them—Linda Faye Williams '70—well
throughout her life,and he recalls a talk she
gave several years ago to the Black Student
Association.
"She had a lot ofvery good things to say
about Rice," Davidson says,"but also things
about her loneliness and being a little speck
of black in a sea of whiteness."
The first black students at Rice were
considered a curiosity, and sometimes they
were treated in thoughtless ways. "Linda
was a very strong person, a very outgoing
and very helping person," Davidson says.
"But her roommate told me Linda would
sometimes go into her closet in their room,
close the door and just cry. So it was extremely stressful."
Thanks to the efforts of Davidson, English professor Alan Grob and others who
formed a minority student recruitment committee, the number of black students at Rice
began to increase through the 1960s and
into the '70s, though progress came slowly.
"There is a feeling in the African-American community that Rice is an elite bastion
of white folks that suffers African-Americans to come here rather than actively recruits them," Davidson says. "It isn't true.
We really do the best we can to get African-American students who can succeed
at Rice. But it was difficult in the past just
getting peoples' attention."

Approximately 44 percent ofundergraduates entering Rice in fall 2006 were U.S.
students ofcolor, up from 34 percent in fall
2004. Most ofthe gains were among Hispanic
and Asian students, with only 38 black students enrolled in 2006,compared with 50 in
2005 and 51 in 2004. However,that decrease
appears to have been an anomaly as 48 black
students have enrolled already for 2007-08.
But Chris Munoz,vice president for enrollment,is keeping an eye on the situation.
"We need to watch drops like that,"
Munoz says. "Typically, when your yield

Approximately
44 percent of
undergraduates
entering Rice in
fall 2006 were
U.S. students of
color, up from
34 percent in
fall2004.
goes down,it's among students you ordinarily haven't cultivated before. There are
students who know that if they can get into
Rice, they're coming here, and often that's
related to a kind oftradition or family history. But when you talk to a group ofstudents
who see Rice as just one of a number ofvery
good choices, you don't have that kind of
initial commitment. We have to persuade
them Rice is the right choice. If we do our
job well, I think a higher proportion ofthese
students will enroll."

Dispelling the Myth

A Targeted Approach

Headway was made in the 1980s under
Richard Stabel, then dean of admission.
"Dean Stabel was really committed to diversifying the student body," says Catherine
Clack, who worked in the Admission Office
at that time and currently serves as assistant
dean ofstudents and director ofthe Office
of Multicultural Affairs. "Overall, I can't
help but be impressed with the way things
are evolving."
"Rice has made great strides," agrees David Medina, director of Minority Community Affairs. "We're not where we want to
be yet, but we're working toward it. Rice is
very active in the community—much more
than the other universities in Houston—and
we're slowly dispelling the myth that Rice is
a school for rich white kids."

Munoz successfully increased minority enrollment at other institutions, and he has
a strategy for doing the same at Rice."We
need to begin by behaving in a way that
shows African-Americans that we want them
to be part ofour community,that they are
essential for us to become a better university," he says."We also have to make the
case to African-Americans that Rice has
something special, and the benefits for any
undergraduate who attends Rice are clear: It
provides a competitive advantage in helping
them achieve their goals, and it gives them
an economic advantage. And often, because
of their intelligence and energy, our graduates become leaders in their fields."
Munoz proposes a two-pronged ap-
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proach, both beginning in Rice's own
backyard. "First," he says,"we need to create partnerships with influential leaders in
Houston's African-American communities,
such as teachers and high school counselors,
deacons and ministers, business people and
others who are in contact with able, reasonably well-prepared students who can be successful at Rice."
Medina has organized several meetings
between African-American leaders in the
greater Houston area and university officials.
"At these, President Leebron has acknowledged our past ofexclusion," Munoz says.
"That was very valuable, because it is absolutely true and there's no point in saying
otherwise. But it's also an important step in
moving forward."
The second avenue of approach, Munoz says, is to identify high schools in the
greater Houston area that have promising
students able to succeed at Rice."We now
have access to data that tell us the number ofstudents who are attending a high
school, their demographic distribution,
SAT distribution, academic interests and
other information such as their extracurricular activities and civic participation,"
Munoz says. "All this helps us know where
to target our efforts."
Most ofthe targeted schools will be in
Harris and surrounding counties."We have

"We need to
begin by behaving in a way that
shows AfricanAmericans that
we want them
to be part of our
community."
—Chris Munoz

to make sure we do our due diligence in
identifying all students," Munoz says,"but
particularly African-American students in
our own neighborhoods."

The Perfect Storm
Partnerships with community leaders and
targeted schools are key to Munoz's efforts.
"Building partnerships created with advice
and counsel from all interested parties will
demonstrate that Rice is behaving differently," he says. And the reasons for behaving

"This is going to
be an extremely
competitive
eriod for
_aighly selective
universities."
—Chris Munoz

differently and for becoming intentional in
pursuing students of high caliber wherever
they can be found are clear and compelling.
Most troublesome—not just for Rice, but for
other highly selective universities—is demographic data that indicate the future will see a
reduction in the number ofstudents who fit
Rice's academic profile.
"The high school graduation rate is
about to decline," Munoz says,"and what
is underneath that is alarming. I call it 'the
perfect storm.' Most high school graduates are going to be among groups of stu
dents who traditionally have not gone on
to higher education, much less a university
with the requirements of Rice. We're going to have, in essence, students of higher
income with higher levels of academic
preparation being replaced by students
from lower incomes and lower academic
preparation."
Of the nearly 1.4 million students who
took the SAT last year, for example, only
about 10 percent had scores of 1300 or
higher. At the 25th percentile, Rice's SAT
scores among the entering class is 1350,
and at the 75th percentile, it's 1550, making 1300 the lower end.
"This is going to be an extremely competitive period for highly selective universities," Munoz says. "My view is that the
number of students who fit the category
of highly selective universities is going to
dwindle. And there are all these great universities competing for students from that
diminishing pool. Seeking the best students
from targeted groups that traditionally
have been underrepresented is not only the
right thing to do in terms of diversity and
equal opportunity and all those things but
also from a business standpoint in this hypercompetitive environment."
Openness, deliberate effort and honest
dialogue are the key ingredients in everybody's recipe for Rice's success with regard
to diversity, especially in increasing the
percentage of African-American students.
"President Leebron has made it very clear,"
Munoz says, "that it's one of his priorities
for us in enrollment."•

TASK

FORCE

ON

DIVERSITY

The recent commemoration of the 40th anniversary of Rice's
first black students served as a reminder of how much
education has improved here since the original Rice charter
ban on nonwhite students was lifted in the 1960s. Students'
exposure to people of different race, "Over the nexttwo years, this
gender, sexual orientation, sexual
identity, religion, culture, ethnicity, task force will develop recclass, nationality and other distinctions
ommendationsto makesure
enriches their personal education and
that we are attracting and
prepares them to learn, work and lead in
retaining a diverse scholarly
the ever-expanding global marketplace
and pluralistic, multicultural world.
community and that we are
To ensure that Rice creates and
capitalizing onthe intellecsustains a heterogeneous and strong
tual opportunitiesthatsuch
scholarly community, President David
diversity offers."
W. Leebron recently established the
—David W Leebron
President's Task Force on Diversity
at Rice. "Over the next two years,"
Leebron says, "this task force will
develop recommendations to make sure that we are attracting
and retaining a diverse scholarly community and that we are
capitalizing on the intellectual opportunities that such diversity
offers."
Members of the task force are drawn from faculty and
administration and come from a wide variety of ethnic and
cultural backgrounds.
—B. J. Almond
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Diversity: More than a
Simple Equation
Admitting students of colorand encouraging
them to enroll are just parts of the diversity
equation at Rice.An equally importantfactor
is providing a welcoming environment.
Nobody knows this better than Catherine
Clack, former director of the Office of
Minority Affairs and now director ofthe
Office of Multicultural Affairs, who teaches diversity issues to incoming freshman
students during 0-Week.
"'What bothers me most," she says,"is
that we're teaching the same things over
and over again. In every group of new students, there are some who are resistant to
learning about diversity without realizing
that students of color have to learn to live
and work in diverse environments without
the luxury of opting out."

"They've been
dealing with
these issues
all their lives,
and they'd like
someone else
to step in."

people who have made an effort to solve
problems on campus."
Oddly enough, one of Clack's greatest challenges has been to define what
minority and diversity mean on the Rice
campus."When I started the Office of
Minority Affairs," she says, "the administration was interested in having an office
that concentrated on the academic, emotional and recreational needs specifically
of African-American, Mexican-American,
American Indian and Hispanic, if that
meant Puerto Rican, students, and that's
it. The only cultural programming we had
on a regular basis was Martin Luther King
Jr. Day, sponsored by the Black Student
Association."
Clack wanted to do more, but getting
things moving wasn't always easy. "When
we began doing outreach to the gay community in the late '80s," she says, "critics
said that opening diversity programs to
everybody would dilute what my office
was doing in terms ofits stated minority
objectives."
But Clack knew that getting people
involved and giving them the sense that
they have a personal stake in changing the
environment at Rice and elsewhere was
the right approach; she just had to start
off modestly. "People don't want to be hit
over the head with diversity-related issues," she says. "The response is automatic
defensiveness. The best way to expose
people is to use more subtle ways to encourage change."
Clack started hosting what she called
the Heritage Series: regular small cultural
events designed to introduce different
world heritages. "One week," she says,
"we would do Jewish heritage, the next
week would be African-American heritage
and so forth throughout the year."

—Catherine Clack

ADVANCEment
Defining Diversity
Clack says, though, that the climate has
gotten considerably better during the last
two decades. "I listen to students complain," she says,"and I understand and
empathize. But at the same time, I'm
thinking, boy, do I remember what it was
like 30 or 40 years ago. And I've had minority alumni come back and talk about
how amazed they are at some ofthe transformations that have taken place here."
Clack has spent those two decades
building programs that give students the
confidence to speak out when something
is wrong and to suggest alternate ways for
people to look at those who are different
from themselves. Typically, she gives the
credit to others. "From a national perspective," she says,"Rice is in better shape
than a lot of other schools, and I chalk
that up to some very sharp students and to
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Another turning point came when a student on the Diversity Council, which is
composed of all the diversity club presidents, said the council needed to mount
a major event like San Francisco's Lunar
New Year celebration.
"Because he brought it up in a room
with a group of people who were interested in and knew about Lunar New
Year," Clack says, "all of a sudden, we
started to do these big cultural programs. It just exploded. First there was
Lunar New Year, next there was Soul
Night, then Posada and Powwow, and it
goes on and on."
Now, major cultural events happen
regularly every year, which gives the
hosting organizations not only a stated
purpose that lends bonding and mutual
support, but also a means to reach the
greater campus community.

Once Clack had things moving on a
large scale, it was time for the next step,
and that was a multicultural student organization called ADVANCE—Advocating Diversity and the Need for Cultural
Exchange. "ADVANCE has about 30
members," Clack says. "They apply to
get in, and they spend their Friday evenings discussing social issues. Whenever
I talk about ADVANCE at a conference,

"If they're the
leaders of
tomorrow,
we're going
to be in really
good hands.
They know
how to talk.
They know
how to listen."
—Catherine Clack

the first thing people ask is how I get
these diverse students to sit down together and talk. But I don't understand
why that's such a difficult concept."
ADVANCE has a committee that
does campuswide programming, and
the group hosts Culture Fair each year.
"Culture Fair involves the Office of
International Students and Scholars,"
Clacks says, "but before that, it never
occurred to me that this is a group of
students that had a voice it wanted to
share but that wasn't getting heard. You
have, for example, a group of Romanian
students who say,'Thank you, we've always wanted to tell people about Romania.' It's been interesting to see that we
are effecting change in ways we didn't
anticipate. I see that as progress."
Clack is encouraged by the students
she works with in ADVANCE. "If
they're the leaders of tomorrow," she
says, "we're going to be in really good
hands. They know how to talk. They
know how to listen. They have deep
interests that go beyond anything selfish. They've discovered that if you talk
about problems, you'll find they aren't
so insurmountable."•

A Vision for Rice University's
Second Century
As a leading research university with a
distinctive commitment to undergraduate
education, Rice University aspires to pathbreaking research,unsurpassed teaching and
contributions to the betterment of our world.
It seeks to fulfill this mission by cultivating a
diverse community of learning and discovery
that produces leaders across the spectrum
of human endeavor.
The university must take the following steps
in furtherance of this mission:
• Increase ourcommitmentto our research mission
and raise our research and scholarship profile
• Provide a holistic undergraduate experience that
equips our students to make a distinctive impact
in the world

Linda Faye Williams Social
Justice Prize Announced
Rice has established the Linda Faye Williams Social Justice Prize to recognize work that furthers social justice and enables understanding across
boundaries of race, religion, gender, ethnicity, class, nationality, sexual
orientation and ideology.

The award is named for the late Linda Faye Williams '70, one of the first two
black undergraduate students to enter Rice and earn a bachelor's degree after the university abandoned its charter provision that limited enrollment to
white students. Williams died Oct. 16, 2006, at the
age of 57
"Linda's tireless and impassioned support of gender
and racial justice serves as a symbol of hope for future
generations," said President David W. Leebron in announcing the award He expressed gratitudefor Williams'
persistence, noting that she was "one of Rice's best
examples of courage" and "someone who understood
the importance and value of education."
Linda Faye Williams
Williams was a professor of government and politics
at the University of Maryland and a highly regarded expert on race and gender
politics when she died She also held positions with the Congressional Black
Caucus and the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies. Her most recent book, "Constraint of Race Legacies of White Skin Privilege in America,"
won three national book awards, including the American Political Science Association's selection as the year's best book on race, ethnicity and politics The
association also honored Williams with a special award at its annual meeting
last year in recognition of her special interest in mentoring black students
The Linda Faye Williams Social Justice Prize, which includes a $1,000 stipend, will be awarded annually to a graduating senior or a recent graduate
with a bachelor's degree (within five years of graduation) Rice's dean of undergraduates will solicit nominations from faculty, students, staff and alumni
and form a selection committee to review the applications The recipient will
be announced at Rice's commencement ceremony each year.
—B. J. Almond

• Strengthen our graduate and postdoctoral
programs
• Aggressively foster collaborative relationships
with other institutions
• Invest in interdisciplinaryendeavors that leverage
our strengths as well as the strengths of our
collaborators
• Continue to invest in our professional schools
and the James A. Baker III Institute for Public
Policy
• Increase the size of the university to realize more
fully our ambition as an institution of national
and international distinction
• Become an international university, with a
significant orientation toward Asia and Latin
America
• Provide the spaces and facilities that will
cultivate greater dynamism and vibrancy on the
campus
• Fully engage in a successful partnership with
our home city of Houston
The complete Vision for Rice University's Second
Century can be found at www.rice.edu/vision.

Rice at Large
Want to know more about Rice University's varied
community outreach and engagement programs? Join
thousands of educators,communityand political leaders
and program funders citywide who receive Rice at
Large, a quarterly newsletter produced by the Office
of Minority Community Affairs in conjunction with
the Office of the Associate Provost for Educational
Outreach Programs. To receive Rice at Large, e-mail
dmedinaarice.edu.
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BY LAURA TAXEL

Fueled by a passion for 1111 the, these Rice graduates left the office for the vineyard.
If you tell people you're an accountant, insurance adjuster or computer programmer, it's unlikely they'll want to chat about your line of
work. But if you let it slip that you're a winemaker,their eyes are apt
to light up. In the past 30 years, the fruit of the vine and everything
connected to it have taken on a romance and cachet.The public now
views growing grapes and transforming them into rosés, cabernets
and chardonnays more as art than agriculture. Wineries have become travel destinations, and winemakers celebrities.
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hree Rice alumni have joined the
growing number ofAmericans producing, bottling and selling awardwinning small-batch artisanal wines. But the
three have another thing in common—they
already were established and successful in
very different professions before choosing to
restart their careers as vintners.

T

While all three insist their new jobs are neither
glamorous nor the stuffofnovels and movies,
none regret making the leap.John Livingston
'64 studied geology and was running an oil
exploration and consulting company when he
established a limited-production family winery in California's famed Napa Valley. Gaye
McNutt '84, formerly a corporate attorney,
owns a wineryin Seattle with her husband and
a vineyard three hours easton Red Mountain.
Scott Betton'99 walked awayfrom a position
as a chemical engineer to join his cousins in a
fledgling winery on 80 rugged,undeveloped
acres in the Sacramento Valley. While they've
strayed farfrom their original careers,all agree
that their Rice education and previous job
experiences proved to be assets in their new
lives as wine entrepreneurs.

GROWING A SECOND CAREER
John Livingston puts success in a bottle.
It happened by accident, really. John Livingston was working on the West
Coast as a consultant for the natural gas and oil industry, and he and his
wife, Diane, were looking for a home in the country where they could
raise their family of six children. They found it in 1976 on 30 rural acres in
California's Napa Valley.
"At that time, it was a sleepy, bucolic sort of place," Livingston says.
"There were only about 40 wineries in the area, as compared to 300
now." He adds,in an understated way,"It turned out to be a pretty
good investment for us."
Their property, located in sight ofthe Mayacamas Mountains
on the western edge ofthe Rutherford Bench, a fan-shaped area of
sedimentary deposits and volcanic rock, offered ideal grape-growing
conditions and came complete with established vines. The couple had
no interest in making wine but hired a farming company to tend the
vines and sell the fruit. Eventually, they became aware that their dryfarmed cabernet grapes were something special.
In 1984,on the advice offriends, the Livingstons decided to keep
their grapes and vinify them."We enjoyed wine as consumers, but
knew absolutely nothing about making it," Livingston says. "We used
an established production facility and hired an expert to oversee the
crush and advise us about style, blending and barrels. The first year,
we produced 900 cases."
What began as a diversion soon turned into serious business—the
Livingston—Moffett Winery in St. Helena, Calif. By the time their
first bottles were ready for market in 1986,the bloom was off the
oil and gas industry. "It was getting tough to find work," Livingston
says. "Suddenly, running a wine operation seemed like a viable alternative. We put everything we had into it."
Livingston and his wife took some viticulture and oenology seminars at the University of California at Davis, and two of Diane's sons
from her previous marriage joined them in the business. In 1991,
they dug caves for aging their wines. Construction of a production
facility was completed five years later. "We found people to help us
do the things we couldn't do ourselves," Livingston says, "including
some renowned winemaking consultants, such as Randy Dunn and
John Kongsgaard."
The fact that Americans drink more cabernet than any other red
wine gave the Livingstons a leg up. But it was the quality oftheir
product that carried them forward. In the 1990s, Livingston—Moffett
cabs often were rated among the top 10 produced in Napa Valley. After marketing its wines through distributors for a few years, the winery eventually made most ofits sales directly to established customers.
"We were a small operation, but we found a way to make a living and
have fun doing it," Livingston says. "Ours wasn't a 9-to-5,40-hour
workweek lifestyle, but it was a truly satisfying one."
Livingston thinks his science training played some role in their success. "The quality ofa wine is closely linked to soil and climate," he
says,"and as a geologist, I had a good understanding ofthose things."
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"We were a small operation, but we found a way to make a living and have fun doing it.
Ours wasn't a 9-to-5, 40-hour workweek lifestyle, but it was a truly satisfying one."

Another aspect of his background that proved helpful was his experience starting and running a business. Early in his career, Livingston
worked in the corporate sector for Shell Oil, but in the early 1970s,
he left to form his own company."That doesn't mean we weren't
scared when we committed everything to the winery," he says,"but
at least I was prepared for the challenges of being an entrepreneur.
The fear factor was definitely less than it might have been."
Today, Livingston describes himself as semiretired and desires to
spend more time traveling and enjoying his 15 grandchildren. He
and his wife have sold their estate vineyard and moved to Howell Mountain, in another part of Napa. The family brand, Livingston—Moffett,continues with their sons, and the brothers also are
developing a new line of their own. The Livingstons plan to continue
growing some grapes but now only "dabble" in winemaking. "It's
easy to get root-bound," Livingston says, reflecting on where he's
been and where he's going."Change is good, and taking on new
challenges is stimulating. I'm excited about what's next for us."
Whatever that may be, it's sure to be an adventure for Livingston,
who learned valuable lessons while tending the vines. "Wine is not
a commodity," he says. "Each vintage is distinct, with its own story,
and that story starts in the vineyard."

POURING WITH PASSION
Winemaking helps Gaye McNutt's family drink in the good life.
Winemaking wasn't Gaye McNutt's hobby—it was her husband's. And she
never imagined it would become a life-altering passion for them both. Her
husband, Benjamin Smith, began working for Boeing in 1986 as an engineer and joined the company's wine club a few years later to explore the
art and science of wine production. Eventually he became the club's chief
procurement officer,forging relationships with some of Washington state's
most notable grape growers.
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In 1997, McNutt and Smith purchased 10.5 acres on Red Mountain,
a prime viticulture region that became an official appellation—a geographical name under which a vineyard is authorized to identify and
market wine—six years ago. The area is semiarid and has a distinctive microclimate where merlot, cabernet and sauvignon vines thrive.
Extensive soil surveys revealed that their property's soil was among
the most unique and varied within the appellation, with some of the
soil types remarkably similar to parts of Bordeaux in France. The year
after they bought the property, the couple founded Cadence Winery.
"Somewhere in the back of our minds was this idea that maybe,
one day, we'd have an estate winery, but it wasn't anything we intended to do anytime soon," McNutt says."We didn't even have
water rights, which is a critical factor in this desertlike spot, and it can
take many years to acquire them."
But in 2000,Smith decided to take his interest in wine to the next
level, leaving Boeing and devoting his energies to Cadence Winery
full time. It was not an unusual decision—Seattle Weekly suggests
Washington state wines can be divided into two classifications: those
made by Boeing Wine Club members and those made by everyone
else. The newspaper also called Smith the most critically acclaimed
winemaker of the Boeing alumni, and in 2002,Wine & Sprits magazine named Cadence the "Artisan Winery of the Year." In a very
short time, the couple clearly had made it.
At the heart of their success were McNutt's legal training and
her undergraduate degree in managerial studies from Rice. Once
they decided to pursue this dream, she put together a business
plan, ran the numbers and did a risk analysis. "We looked at the
financials and decided we could make a living at this," she says.
"So we took our plan to the bank, it gave us a loan along with a
second mortgage on our house, and we started buying the best
grapes we could find."
They purchased used equipment; set up a crushing, bottling and
storage facility in a Seattle warehouse; and had the grapes trucked

„

in. McNutt calls it an urban winery. "Forget about those picturesque chateaus,” she says with a laugh. "There's nothing charming
about this place, though we do hold tastings here." The warehouse setting may sound unusual for a winery, but not in Seattle.
Cadence is part ofSouth Seattle Artisan Wineries, an alliance of
four boutique operations in the heart of the city.
In 2003,luck was on the couple's side again. The owner of a
neighboring vineyard on Red Mountain discovered he held the
water rights for their land and transferred them to McNutt and
Smith. They had to drill down 800 feet before they found water,
and when the well went dry four days later, they had to dig 100
feet deeper. "We just harvested our first crop this summer," says
McNutt. "If everything goes as planned, our own vineyards eventually will supply about half the fruit we need."
Also that year, McNutt left her job as an attorney with Microsoft. "I had a job, a child born in 2001 and a winery to help run—
it was one thing too many," she says. "Something had to go, and
it was Microsoft. It was an easy choice. I'd always been attracted
to being my own boss, and the decision gave me the flexibility I
wanted to spend more time with our daughter."
Today, the couple's venture has produced a lifestyle that makes
them happy. They live and work in the city, and Smith makes day
trips to the vineyards as needed. He is in charge of Cadence's
winemaking and wholesaling; McNutt handles the winery's finances, strategic planning and legal affairs; and both participate in
blending trials. They currently make 2,100 cases of wine per year
and hope to get that number up to between 2,500 and 2,700.
"We want to stay small and family owned and produce our wines
in limited quantities," says McNutt."The goal is to keep doing
what we're doing."

FAMILY MATIERS
Scott Betton engineers an escape from the daily grind.
For Scott Betton, any time is a good time to talk about—and taste—wine.
As a wine broker,that attitude serves him well,because that's exactly what
he does from morning until night
"Before going out to visit my clients, I put together a selection of
bottles at home that I want them to try," says Betton. To be sure
nothing's corked—has an unpleasant odor or taste, as from a tainted
cork—he samples everything, standing over the kitchen sink, pouring, swirling, sipping and spitting. "I wonder what people think,"
he laughs,"when they see me through the window at 8:30 in the
morning."
Betton's interest in wine surfaced after he graduated from Rice in
1999,landed a position as a chemical engineer and started earning
the kind of money that allowed him to become a connoisseur. "Wine
wasn't exactly part ofthe culture in Midland, Texas, where I grew
up," Betton says. "I thought knowing about it was cool, but the possibility that I'd end up with a career in the wine business was about as
likely as me owning a Major League Baseball team."
The event that changed Betton's fate was his cousin Lance Campbell's wedding that same year. That's where Betton learned that
Campbell and his new wife, Brandie, wanted to start a mom-and-pop
winery."The news blew me away," Betton says. "I loved wine, but
it had never occurred to me that it could be a real profession." The
couple invited Betton and another cousin, Kevin Hoelscher, to join
them in the venture, and in 2000, Mount Aukum Winery was born.
The new entrepreneurs were hoping to buy five acres, but instead
managed to score 80 acres in California's El Dorado County. The land
was at an elevation of2,615 feet and in sight ofthe Central Valley and

"We just harvested our first crop this summer. If everything goes as planned,
our own vineyards eventually will supply about half the fruit we need.
—Gaye McNutt
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the Sierra Nevada range. Betton went for a visit, took one look at the
property and decided to hand in his notice. "I was living and working
in Austin at the time, and I already had come to the conclusion that
engineering was not my thing," he says. "I sold my Audi, along with
just about everything else I owned, bought a truck, moved in with
Lance and Brandie and took a seasonal crush job to get a hands-on
winemaking education."
It took about four years for the five acres of vines they put in to be
ready. But from the start, the partners have used grapes from other
growers to create a variety of wines—including zinfandel, syrah,
Viognier and Marsanne—under the Mount Aukum Winery label.
Construction ofa crushing facility and tasting room was completed
in 2004. In need of a salesman for their premium reds and whites,
they brought in David Pentoney, an established broker, and Betton
worked with him to build the brand.
Originally, the winery was owned by the three cousins and their
grandmother, who held a 49 percent share. There was,says Betton,
"a lot of Rice in Mount Aukum," because his grandfather, Roy E.
Campbell, also was an alumnus ofthe university. However, last year,
Betton and Hoelscher sold their shares in the winery.
"This was a good move for me,financially," says the 31-year-old
Betton, who now works as a wine broker, selling Mount Aukum and
other brands. Still, he admits he misses the excitement ofthe harvest
and following the fruit from vineyard to bottle."To sell also was the
right thing for Mount Aukum," he says,"because concentrating on
my relationships with restaurants and retailers gives me better access
and more opportunities to promote our products."
As a wine broker, Betton sees himself as equal parts educator and
salesman. He's motivated by the sense ofsatisfaction he gets from
turning people on to wine, introducing them to new ones and meeting others who share his enthusiasm for it. "I discovered my passion," Betton says,"and can't imagine doing anything else."•
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THE RICE WINE CLUB

Rice students are interested in the
commercial side of wine as well as in
the pleasures of drinking it.
The M.B.A. Wine Club, started in 2004 at the
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Management,
sponsors tastings each semester and recently
earned official recognition from the university."We
focus on education," says current club president
Anna Carter Reeve '07, "and right now, we have
more than 50 members." The club holds seminars
and other events, such as the panel discussion
"The Business of Beer and Wine," hosted by the
Ideas to Action Club of the Jones School. John
Livingston and Gaye McNutt were on the panel,
along with another Rice alum, Brock Wagner '87,
co-founder of St. Arnold's Brewery in Houston,
and each shared fascinating stories and samples
of their products.

Overflowing with Knowledge
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Patricia Crosby Stefanowicz '76 didn't leave
her career as an architect to pursue her passion in
wine Instead, she holds two professional identities.
When this England-based Rice alum isn't serving as
an associate director for Healthcare Capital Projects
Ltd., a management consulting firm that specializes
in hospital construction, she's knee-deep in wine. An
occasional winemaker,importer and reseller,she also
serves as a dissertation coordinator for the Institute
of Masters of Wine, mentors budding masters of
wine students and teaches wine classes at Plumpton
College, a branch of the University of Brighton in East
Sussex, and at the Wine and Spirit Education Trust in
London In addition, she writes for various European
wine-related publications, contributed to the most
recent edition of the Oxford Companion to Wine, is
the chairwoman of the United Kingdom Vineyards
Association annual wine competition and regularly
sits on tasting panels
"I have two curricula vitae," says the super achieving
mother of two."I spend my working life 50/50 on each,
or some might say 100/100, as 1 rarely do fewer than
50 hours a week in construction or 50 in wine."
Like many love affairs, Stefanowicz's passion for
wine was the result of a chance encounter. She was
working in Houston as an architect and engineer on
medical projects when she was asked to design a
winery for one of the company's partners."In Texas,we
didn't do winery architecture," she explains. "But the
partner decided that if the medical team could design
laboratories, we ought to be able to design a winery."
She was available, so she got the assignment.
Stefanowiczspent 14 months in California managing
the construction and became so captivated with
the product that she decided to do a postgraduate
certificate in viticulture and oenology atthe University
of California at Davis. For the next four years, she
worked evenings and weekends selling, buying and
educating for Houston Wines, formerly Wines of
America After moving to Europe with her husband,
she continued her studies while employed as an
architectural projects manager. She earned a diploma
with honors from Plumpton College in 1993 and, that
same year, won the Wine and Spirit Education Trust's
prestigious Rouyer Guillet Cup. Still not satisfied,
Stefanowicz enrolled in the two-year program with
the Institute of Masters of Wine. She was among five
who graduated from her class of 40, and today she is
one of fewer than 300 people worldwide who hold
master of wine certification

The Sky's Not the Limit • By Christopher Dow

Former naval aviator Jim Bridenstine is one of a new breed of
pilots working within the burgeoning private-sector space industry,
preparing to go one step farther: flying a rocket-propelled
aircraft in the recently formed Rocket Racing League. It's a risky
venture, but the energetic Bridenstine is used to taking chances.
Jim Bridenstine grew up in Arlington,Texas,
and moved to Tulsa, Okla., when he was a
junior in high school. "I always loved airplanes and wanted to be a pilot," he says.
"I wanted to join the Air Force right out of
high school, but my parents convinced me
to wait until after college." Although he
was accepted at a number of good universities, Bridenstine came to Rice because
of the men's swim team,and he eventually
served as team captain. He met his wife to
be, Michelle, while the two were college
interns atthe Fort Worth StarTelegram.She
was a journalism major atthe University of
Oklahoma,butcoincidentally,both had gone
to the same high school in Tulsa, though
they hadn't known each other at the time.
They carried out a long-distance romance
until Jim graduated in 1998 with a triple
major in economics, managerial studies
and psychology."I thought everything was
going to settle down," Michelle says."Jim
would take a job,and we'd get married and
have a normal life."She chuckles."It didn't
work out that way."

eration Southern Watch and Shock and
Awe in Iraq.
Following his last overseas tour, he was
stationed at Naval Air Station Fallon, about
an hour east ofReno,Nev., where he served
as a flight instructor training E-2C and F-18
pilots for about three years. It was during this
time that he learned about rocket racing from
an article in Popular Science, and he immediately knew he wanted to be part ofit.
Michelle was skeptical at first, but the
more the two ofthem talked about it, the
more interested—and excited—they became. For one, Bridenstine was about to
leave the Navy, but the prospect ofpiloting
a desk in an office didn't appeal to him. Instead, he was looking ahead to a career that
would allow him to remain in the aerospace
industry, especially in an entrepreneurial
role. "At first, I was anticipating his retirement from the Navy and a nice comfortable
job somewhere and just kind ofliving a life
very much like we grew up with," Michelle
says. "But I've accepted the fact that that's
not who Jim is. And as I've researched and
read about rocket racing and helped Jim
build his presentation, I can't imagine it's
not going to be successful. I'm thrilled."

Taking Off
The X Prize
Instead, Bridenstine decided to pursue
his dream of being a pilot. Initially, he
considered the Air Force, but he wanted to fly from an aircraft carrier, so he
signed up with the U.S. Navy. After officer candidate school and flight training, he qualified to fly E-2C fighter jets,
and he saw combat as part of several
operations in the Middle East, including
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, Op-

The Rocket Racing League finds its genesis in the X Prize Foundation, an organization begun by Peter H. Diamandis. In
1996, the X Prize Foundation put up the
$10 million Ansari Prize, to be awarded to
the first group to put a manned space craft
into orbit twice in two weeks without any
governmental assistance. The prize was finally claimed in 2004 by Burt Rutan and

his SpaceShipOne. "That was the historical
moment that really launched private manned
space travel," Bridenstine says."Now you
see companies like Virgin Galactic, Kissler
Aeronautics and Blue Origin beginning to
build rockets for space tourism."
Since awarding the Ansari Prize, the X
Prize Foundation has continued its support of privatized space ventures through
the ongoing $2.5 million Lunar Lander
Challenge. And now, there's the foundation's Rocket Racing League."You
have all this private-sector space innovation that's happening for space tourism
purposes," Bridenstine says. "What Peter
Diamandis decided to do was create a racing league modeled after NASCAR,except
instead of racing cars, we're going to race
manned airborne rockets on a three-dimensional track in the sky."
Diamandis brought in Granger Whitelaw,
two-time IndyCar-winning team owner, to
serve as president and CEO and to develop
the parameters ofthe new sport. Rocket
racing has several goals. One is to provide
safe and thrilling experiences for racing fans
through live events, television broadcasts
and interactive technologies. A second is to
help stimulate advances in safe, low-cost and
reliable rocket-powered vehicles for future
space travel. And finally, it will inspire future
generations ofexplorers and adventurers and
get children interested in science and math.
"This seemed like a great way to stay active in aviation and do it in the private sector," Bridenstine says. "What really got
me excited is the idea of racing manned
rockets and being part ofan organization
that is going to advance rocket science
and space technology using private sector
mechanisms."
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be the pilot who
uses the energy
most efficiently.
That's going to
make for some
really amazing
come-from-behind
finishes. II
—Jim Bridenstine

Teamwork
It's one thing to be excited about a prospect
and another thing entirely to get involved,
especially in something as heady and expensive as racing rocket-propelled aircraft.
Bridenstine started making inquiries, and
the league executives agreed that he had the
qualifications to pilot a rocket plane, but
they turned him down,saying he just wasn't
in the same financial league as most ofthe
other prospective team owners.
Undaunted, Bridenstine formed the
Bridenstine Rocket Racing Team,sold some
real estate he had in southern California to
raise enough capital to purchase one ofthe
rocket planes and put together a top-notch
team to support him. Some ofthe team
members are family: Michelle serves as director of public relations, and Jim's dad,
Wayne, who has more than 30 years ofexperience as a financial officer, is director of
finance. Bridenstine also enlisted two more
Navy fighter pilots, a couple of other naval
aviators, a NASA space shuttle mechanic, a
rocket-systems engineer working for Lockheed Martin and his roommate from Rice,
Charles Gamiz '97, an electrical engineer
with Intel Corp. Then he approached the
Rocket Racing League once more.
During an afternoon-long conference,
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Bridenstine and his teammates convinced
the league executives that their team,
though less capitalized than the others,
could be a contender. He was invited to
join for the first season under the proviso
that the league could market him as the
underdog. "Absolutely," Bridenstine told
them. "I'll be your underdog, but only
until I win the first race."
Bridenstine's team was the second team
accepted by the league, and a third is now
officially in place. Bridenstine anticipates
that there will be six to 10 teams for the first
season or two."That will be enough racers in the sky to make it appealing," he says,
"while we're working out all the technology
and keeping things safe."

The Mark-1 X-Racer
The plane that Bridenstine will be flying is
called the Mark-1 X-Racer, developed by
XCOR Aerospace. It has a main wing aft and
a smaller wing called a canard up front. "It's
pretty futuristic," Bridenstine says."A prototype, called the EZ-Rocket has been flying
for a couple of years. A Mark 2 Rocket-Racer is in development, and it will be able to fly
longer, faster and higher, maybe even into
suborbital space."
The Mark-1 is powered by a single engine
that burns a combination ofliquid oxygen
and kerosene to achieve nearly 1,800 pounds
ofthrust to propel the craft at speeds of
about 350 miles per hour. "That's not extremely fast," Bridenstine explains,"but the
limitation is not the rocket motor, which can
go mach-whatever. The limitation on the
airspeed is the airframe, which is very light.
That's good, but the last thing you want is
for your wings to fall off because you're going too fast."
Winning races won't simply be a matter
ofrocketing throughout the course, though.
A race will last approximately 12 minutes,
but the Mark-1 carries only enough fuel
for four minutes of burn time."The key to
winning will be conservation ofenergy,"

Bridenstine says. "There's no modulation of
the throttle. It's a switch, and you're either
full on or full off. So you have to turn your
rocket motor on to boost and turn it off to
glide. Winning won't be a matter of who has
the best vehicle, because all the vehicles are
the same. The winner will be the pilot who
uses the energy most efficiently. That's going to make for some really amazing comefrom-behind finishes because there will be
pilots who,although they're leading, have
not managed their energy,so they very easily
could be overtaken."

Racetrack in the Sky
The format will be structured much like
NASCAR races, with a number ofraces taking place each year in venues around the
country—or even the world—with a final
championship race, the X-Prize Cup,wrapping up the season in Las Cruces, N.M. The
races during the first season or two likely
will take place in conjunction with auto
races and air shows while the kinks are being worked out, but a producer who has
produced several Olympic Games; national
football, baseball and hockey games; and
a number of reality television shows has
pitched the concept to the major television
networks, all of whom are very interested
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lilt's not a question
of whether or not
we're going to get
on television. It's,
who's going to
give us the best
exposure and the
best deal? II
—Jim Bridenstine

in carrying the races live. "It's not a question of whether or not we're going to get on
television," Bridenstine says. "It's, who's going to give us the best exposure and the best
deal? Once we've established the network
we'll be racing on, we probably also will take
part in a reality television show to introduce
the teams and build rapport with the public
before the first race occurs."
Venues for the races have yet to be set,
but whatever that arrangement is, the sport
should be a spectacular experience for fans.
The first season, the track will be a simple
oval, about a mile long,standing on end,
with the rocket planes racing up and down
and around it. As the sport progresses, the
track will become more complex, perhaps
even resembling a giant rollercoaster in the
sky, with climbs, descents, banks and turns.
"Eventually, the track will be different from
race to race," Bridenstine says. "And the pilots won't know what that track is until the
day before the race, which means we won't
have an opportunity to get in our rockets
and test it to see what's the most efficient
way to burn our fuel. The races are going
to be based completely on pilot skills—total
seat-of-the-pants flying."
For the near-term, the tracks will remain
in the atmosphere, but it's not inconceivable that the race eventually will go higher.
"The goal is that, in 10 years, we'll race into
suborbital space," Bridenstine says. "And in
20 years, we'd want to be racing in orbits
around the Earth. Very exciting to think
about."
Very exciting, especially considering the
fact that the track is completely virtual. The
pilots will stay on course by following a
three-dimensional virtual display in their helmets that shows a string of"gates" through
which they have to fly. Each pilot will have
differently shaped gates—circles for one, triangles for another, squares for a third and so
forth. Missing a gate will result in a penalty.
The track also will be visible,from a thirdperson angle, to home viewers on their television screens, but that is just the beginning.
Fans who log in via the Internet will be able
to use gaming software to race the actual

racers in real-time, flying through their own
sets of gates. And there's more.
Each ofthe rocket planes will have a navigation system that calibrates the craft's exact
position, angle offlight and velocity, and all
this data will be fed into computers back on
the ground, which will lead to some truly
astounding visual possibilities. Because the
computers know all the parameters ofa given craft, they can create a digital image that
shows the plane, say, from a position 100
feet behind and 20 feet above the aircraft
and follows it like a chase-cam."Even more
crazy," Bridenstine says,"the digital imagery
will give all the pilots a wide-angle view of
what everybody is doing. And you can slew
the angle, so if you're behind a rocket, you
can move to one side or another to get shots
ofone or more racers from that angle. This
technology is phenomenal. It's something
that's never been done before on television,
and the Rocket Racing League has patented
all of it, which is another reason I'm so excited about getting involved."
The digital imagery lends a unique opportunity for a team's corporate sponsor."The
corporate sponsor's logo might be painted
on the side of my real plane," Bridenstine
says,"but the sponsor will be able to project
whatever logo it wants to on the digital image, regardless of what's on the actual plane.
And they can alter the message whenever
they want,depending on what they're trying to brand at a given time, which is an
incredible benefit. This will put their brand
in front of millions at a whole new level of
advertising."

The Competition
Bridenstine expects the competition to be
tough."Right now, all the pilots are military
fighter pilots, and they're certainly good,"
he says. "But I can see air show pilots and
even glider pilots getting into the mix." Before he has to face them, however, he has a
lot more work to do in getting a corporate
sponsor on board. He's been talking with
the cities ofTulsa, Fort Worth and Houston
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about locating his team in one ofthem if
they can help him lock in corporate sponsorship. "I'm willing to locate my team where
my corporate sponsor either is headquartered or has a major presence," Bridenstine
says."I want the town and the corporate
sponsor to be behind me and be my base of
support as I represent them in races that are
going to be held all over the world."
So far, Bridenstine has generated a lot of
interest but no solid offers. But he believes
sponsorship is just a matter oftime. "This is
huge," he says. "Charles Lindberg won what
was called the Orteig Prize by being the first
to fly across the Atlantic, and that launched
today's $250 billion aviation industry. We're
trying to do the same thing with rockets.
Rocket racing is going to be global. The
league has had intense interest from around
the world, and the opportunities are enormous. I want to be on the cutting edge of
it, helping lead a new generation ofspace
enthusiasts."•

For more information on Jim Bridenstine's team, visit

www.bridenstinerocketracing.com.
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A2004 recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship,
Judy Pfaff is regarded as a pioneer of installation art, though she
began her artistic career as a painter. While pursuing her master of fine
arts degree at Yale, Pfaff told her professor, the noted painter Al
Held, that painting on canvas seemed too restrictive. He
encouraged her to spread things around the walls, and
she has yet to stop.

Pfaff's work came of age in the 1970s, at
a time when minimalism was all the rage. Her unruly and
expressive environments, described as dancing at
the edge of chaos, were groundbreaking—the
antithesis of cool, clinical restraint.
Pfaff's work often is characterized as existing somewhere
between painting and sculpture, but entering her Rice Gallery
installation, "... all of the above," filled with linear elements
upended and overlapping in space, was like walking into a threedimensional drawing. The spring installation featured vines, dyed black,
meandering overhead like trails of ink and day-glo colored string stretched
taut across the room and down to the floor like lines of sight. Drippy lines
covered the gallery walls, created by Pfaff as she dipped rope in dye and snapped
it against the wall like a chalk line. Giant coils of steel spiraled up to the ceiling like
dimensional doodles. With no focal point to the space, the entire visual environment begged to
be experienced and explored.
" . all of the above," wasn't just about abstract form, however an emotional narrative ran through
the space. There was light and dark Half of the gallery felt joyous and ethereal, white disks were
piled like stacks of dishes into leaning towers, reaching precariously toward the ceiling and
transitioning into exuberant soaring spirals of white-painted steel The other half of
the gallery felt somber and bound to the earth, the tangle of dark vines looking
like the charred skeleton of some alien being Lank strands of black rubber
dangled from themes,creating the impression of tentacles In contrast
to the white towers, concentric rings of black-painted plywood
created a dark vortex on the floor. Interspersed throughout
the installation were otherworldly hues the day-glo string
Judy Pfaff
activated by black lights and luminous circles of
florescent Plexiglas dotting the floor
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When
- creates an installation,
-It's a messy,expressive endeavor.
Pfaff's installations grow out of her
responses to ITlaterials
and to the
exhibition space,
and they evolve
on site

s installations are incredibly
Pfaff'at addrssing
e
eve aspect of
efctivry
their exhibition space, and
those spaces often are monumental.
"Cirque, Cirque," a permanent installation by Pfaff at
the Philadelphia Convention Center, is considered the largest
suspendedsculpture intheworld.PfaWsapproachto hermaterials
is intuitive, but the effort required to manipulate them often
is highly physical.The artist works out of a 2,100-square-foot
studio in upstate New York, packed with industrial equipment for
lifting, hoisting, welding and moving objects.

Pfaff arrived in Houston to create"...all of the above" with a
trailer full of materials and tools Aside from a few elements
she'd precut in her studio, there was no set plan for the
installation In describing her working process for a previous show
Pfaff said, "I didn't know what it was going to look like,
but I did know what it was going to feel like." Pfaff
essentially works without a net, creating sitespecific work with a daring and experimental
approach to space and materials Her work succeeds
so spectacularly because she is willing to
take tremendous risks
—Kelly Klaasmeyer
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By Christopher Dow

"Nocturne.Aqueduct of lzcuchaca," taken circa
1820, is part of a series of nocturnal views
of Arequipa and the surrounding countryside
that were taken between 1916 and 1928 and
constitute the Vargas brothers'crowning artistic
achievement
‘4.

Opposite: The Vargas brothers were famous
for their portraits of women, including chorus
girls, dancers, flappers and actresses. This
studio portrait of Isabel Sanchez Osorio was
taken in about 1926.
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Peter Yenne has spent the last decacc an a half hunting silver treasure
in the And es Mountains, and when he strikes a rich deposit—often in
s

usty attic corner or a irty, isuse she —ifs pure gold

he silver that Yenne seeks isn't ore. It's silver film
spread over thin glass plates that were one ofthe
earliest forms of photographic negatives. And
the images he's bringing to light reveal the
rich and complex history, culture and society ofSouth
American cities during the early 20th century.
Yenne '72, who earned a degree in fine arts, with
an emphasis on art history, film and photography, initially was interested in the artistic aspect ofphotography.
Eventually, he turned to commercial photography, and
for a time,even shot photographs for Rice. But a chance
encounter with Fernando Castro in the mid-1980s at the
Rice Media Center would add curator to Yenne's résumé
and set him on a course he never expected. Castro was a
Peruvian who had come to Rice on a FulbrightScholarship,
studying philosophy and aesthetics,and Yenne had been to
Peru and was fascinated with the country. He and Castro
became friends, and during the late 1980s, Yenne visited
Castro in Peru. Then,in 1990,he received a letter from his
friend that read, "I've come across some really interesting
photo archives, and I think you should come down and take
a look. Maybe we can do something with them."
Both were thinking the same thing: FotoFest International,
the Houston nonprofit that mounts a citywide photo biennial in
Houston, was in the process ofdeveloping its 1992 show on the
theme of Columbus and the New World. Yenne agreed to go to
Peru to look over the archives,located in Lima,Arequipa and Cusco.
In Arequipa, he spent three days going through hundreds of boxes
filled with glass-plate negatives piled up in the garage of an art deco
mansion and found himselfamazed not just by the quantity, but also
by the quality, variety and sheer artistry of the photographs.
The photos were the work ofCarlos and MiguelVargas,who,between
1912 and 1930, were celebrated photographers in Arequipa, then a
lovely colonial city of about 15,000. The brothers' own story was as
intriguing as their work. Sons of an impoverished single mother,
they managed to go to school and show their motivation and
intelligence by building their own camera while still in their
early teens.This attracted the attention ofArequipa's
best-known photographer,who took the

brothers on as apprentices. They spent 12
years with him before opening their own
studio,and they were so good that they eventually drove their mentor out oftown.
At the time, Arequipa had a predominantly European
culture and was riding high on a flush economy. The town
enjoyed an element of high culture along with its wealth, and
that translated into good business for the Vargas brothers. They
opened a lavish studio that catered to the city's rich and famous,
and in addition to elaborate society portraits and commercial
photography, their work included postcard views, domestic
interiors, street scenes,churches,schools,carnivals, theater
stills, funerals and military maneuvers. Among their most
striking images are moodily lit nocturnal street scenes that
prefigure the noir look of films from the '40s and '50s.
"These are their signature images," Yenne says,"and they
were done as a purely artistic endeavor. In financial terms,
they couldn't have been very lucrative, but these were the
photos that cemented their reputations as artists."
Realizing the fragile sheets of glass had immense historical and cultural value, Yenne made some quick contact
prints that he brought back to Houston. FotoFest also was
impressed and agreed to sponsor an exhibition in 1992.The
show was a success, and it toured the United States before
going to Venezuela, Cuba and Mexico.
Yenne found himselfhooked."Since I was a kid,I've had
this urge to conserve things," he says."Asa photographer,I've
always wanted to document things that were disappearing—
cultural traditions or buildings or archaeological sites. But
Peru is full ofsurprises,and somehow I wound up conserving
photography instead."
He formed the nonprofit Photographic Archive Project
in 1991 to facilitate the effort and began looking for other
hidden treasures."We knew that where there wasone archive,
there were bound to be more," he says."Nobody had done
any work in Bolivia,for example, and I was sure there had
to be some fascinating pictures there. The advantage to
working in the Andean countries is that the cold, dry
mountain climate is conducive to saving this kind
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First Communion in front of the cathedral in Arequipa, taken in about 1912 In the center background, above the arcade, you can make out part of a sign (TOGRAFIA)for the Max T Vargas
Studio, where the Vargas Brothers worked as apprentices for 12 years.

of material. So, where earthquakes or neglect haven't
ruined a collection, the negatives have held up pretty
well."
Research and word of mouth brought more collections to his attention, and, together with two photo
historians, Michele Penhall and Adelma Benavente, he
began a project to archive the best ofwhat they found.
Initially, Yenne installed a darkroom in Arequipa to
make prints, but by the year 2000, it was clear that
scanning and digital printing had surpassed traditional
photographic methods.The Archive Project hasreceived
exhibition funding from FotoFest, which mounted a
second show at FotoFest 2002 and a third this past
winter, but the primary funding for the digital research
came from Earthwatch Institute,which brings together
volunteers from the United States, Europe and Asia to
work on research projects worldwide. To date, it has
provided the Archive Project with more than 120 volunteers over three years.
The first field season was in Arequipa. "One of the
reasons we decided to work in Arequipa first is that the
area is surrounded by volcanoes and is highly active
tectonically," Yenne says. "I was terrified that all these
negatives would be obliterated in an earthquake. Glass
plates are about a 1/16th ofan inch thick, and they're
easy to break.Ifa wall collapses on a box ofplates,that's
it. Our fears were well-founded. In July 2001,less than
two years after we finished our work in Arequipa,an 8.1
quake nearly destroyed the cathedral." During the 2000
field season, the Earthwatch teams worked in Cuzco,
Peru, and the following year in Bolivia, where, Yenne
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"One of the
reasons we
decided to work
in Arequipa first
is that the area

is surrounded by
volcanoes and
is highly active
tectonically.I
was terrified
that all these
negatives would
be obliterated in
an earthquake."
—Peter Yenne

says, there undoubtedly are a number ofundiscovered
collections.In 2002,Yenne received a Fulbright Scholarship to return to Peru and do additional research.
Over the years, the researchers have surveyed nearly
50,000 images and scanned about 15,000."I'm interested notjustin the work that made the photographers
famous or what they might have considered their
most glamorous images," Yenne says,"but in pictures
that tell you something about the society, culture and
politics of the period. And of course, anything that's
funny, arresting or out of the ordinary, because what
I've always hated about the way historical images are
normally presented is that they show you the town
square with horses and buggies or a harbor scene with
sailing ships. Well, everybody's seen those pictures,
and it's not news that they didn't have cars or cruise
ships. It's much more interesting to know other things
about a society."
So far, the focus ofthe Archive Project has been the
Andean countries,but Yenne has his eyes set on the rest
of South America and beyond. "There's a wonderful
collection in Guatemala, which is really interesting,"
he says, "and another in Cuba, if the political winds
shift. That one has a lot of Hemingway images-35mm negatives of all of his travels in Africa, big game
hunting and so forth, and they won't last forever. I'd
be interested to see what can be found in central Asia
or Russia. I've seen parts ofa collection in Kathmandu,
Nepal, taken by the court photographer to the kings
of Nepal from the late 19th century to the 1920s.
That's about as exotic as it gets—tiger hunts,jeweled

el

costumes,the works." He laughs."Ofcourse,they're in
the middle ofa civil war,but I tend to work in places that
are snake-bit. My wife thinks I'm nuts, but then again,I
don't have to compete with other researchers."
But maybe there's method to Yenne's madness. "It's
really a privilege to be able to work with materiallike this,"
he says."The way wefound some ofthisstuffwould break
your heart, but once you clean it up and sort through
it, it's a gold mine. Out ofthousands ofpictures, you're
guaranteed to find some that are absolutely amazing. If
you think about art collections worldwide,the chances of
discovering an unknown European or American artist are
basically zero. For me,finding collections ofthis quality
and bringing them to light is the dream ofa lifetime. It's
like an ornithologist discovering a new bird."
And sometimes it's like returning a fledgling to its
nest. Yenne tells ofone Earthwatch volunteer—a woman
in her 30s—who recently had gone through a rough
time. Her mother, with whom she was very close, died;
a long-term relationship ended;and her job with a major
pharmaceutical company was very stressful and demanding."One night she couldn't sleep," Yenne relates,"so
she started doing some meditation to relax, and out of
the blue, the phrase 'volunteer vacation' came into her
head. She looked it up on the Web,and the hit came up
for Earthwatch Institute, and she read about our project
in Arequipa." As it happened, her mother's family was
from Arequipa, so she signed up.
"Aria Maria spent most of her free time looking for
pictures of her mother," Yenne says. "We had a ledger
that listed all the portrait sittings, and she combed
through it and found her mother's name there along

"Our ultima
goal is to
raise people's
consciousnes
about the value o
these images an
get them involve
in preserving the
material instead
of simply selling
it or throwing it
a

with her grandmother's. At the time,though,nothing
was organized, and we had no idea where the negatives were, assuming they still existed. She couldn't
find them during her planned visit, so she extended
her stay a few days."
Yenne suspected the negatives might be in a storage
facility, but the caretaker, who had the only key, was
out oftown for the weekend,and Ana Maria was leaving on Tuesday."Monday morning,we finally reached
him, and by noon we had the rest of the negative
boxes,which were astoundingly heavy because they're
basically filled with solid glass, back at the apartment
we'd rented. We had to clean everything off outside
because it was so filthy we didn't dare take it into our
research space." Meanwhile, Ana Maria dove in and
almost instantly found a box with the right sequence
of numbers.
"She opened it up," Yenne says,"and sure enough,
there was the picture ofher mother,age 3,and another
of her grandmother. She started crying. I couldn't
believe it. I mean, what are the odds? It was like a
dream come true."
Yenne hopes to develop an online database of the
archives to make the material more accessible."I'd like
to reach an agreement with an institution, perhaps a
library or a museum, that would host it on its site,"
he says. "The point is to make people aware of these
wonderfulimages.Ifnobody knows they're there,they
just languish in obscurity. Our ultimate goal is to raise
people's consciousness about the value of these images and get them involved in preserving the material
instead ofsimply selling it or throwing it away."•

A late-afternoon view of the Plaza de Armas in Arequipa, circa 1928 In the background is Chachani, one of the three 18,000-foot volcanoes that ring the city. Today, the square would be
thronged with people, but the city was then less than one-tenth of the size it is now.
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A History of Rice
So Conceived

THE

BOOKSHELF

The Arguments of Globalization
May you live in interesting times,says an old Chinese curse.The
entire world must be cursed,then,for these times are interesting everywhere you look. Old boundaries are falling, and new
ones are being raised;alliances are shifting;and traditions are
morphing in ways both good and bad. One umbrella term often
is used to describe these wracking changes as technology
makes the world grow smaller with each step, and that word
is globalization. Globalization is the bane of some and a boon
for others, but however much it shakes us up as it shakes itself
out, it is something we inevitably must deal with.

Rice's smallest history book
just got bigger in more ways
than one The book, "A University So Conceived A Brief
History of Rice University"
(Rice University, 2006), by
John B Boles, the William
Pettus Hobby Professor of
History and Rice's unofficial
historian, has just been issued in its third edition
First published in 1992 in a
small format, the book gives
a concise history of Rice and
touches on many of the elements that not only make it a
great university but that also
confer its unique character. A
revised and updated edition
was issued in 1997
The third edition is larger
in size than its predecessors
and is the mostcurrent,taking
the history up to the present
Included are many historical
photos, information on the
university's presidents, a list
of board members and enrollment figures One feature of
the previous editions that
also finds expansion here is
a decade-by-decade graphic
of the growth of the campus
that shows how it has developed over the years The new
edition also includes an index
for handy reference
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That is the subject of"Globalization Challenged: Conviction,
Conflict, Community"(Columbia University Press, 2006), by
George Rupp. Rupp,the former
dean of the Harvard Divinity
School before becoming president ofRice University(198593)and Columbia University
(1993-2002), has served since
2002 as president ofthe International Rescue Committee,an
agency that provides assistance
to refugees around the world.
In "Globalization Challenged," Rupp outlines the steps
necessary to come to terms with
the contemporary conflict between traditional religious belief
and Western secularism. Rather
than being a research text, this
concise book is a reflection on
the nature ofcommitment in
the context of pluralism."How
conviction shapes action invites
special attention in our increasingly interconnected world
and indeed assumes a sense of
urgency in the face of terrorist attacks," Rupp writes. "It is
crucial that we in the affluent
and highly secularized West appreciate the extent to which the
views that we take for granted
generate opposition, antagonism and even hatred in large
segments ofthe world's population. Only with greater awareness ofsuch starkly different
attitudes can we hope to address
the deeper threats to the health
ofour planet of which terrorism
is a superficial symptom."
Rupp believes it is necessary
to build a community that is
inclusive without denying the
validity of particular commit-

ments. While acknowledging
the threat of"resurgent fundamentalism," he also criticizes
secularists who fail to recognize
or acknowledge the role ofreligion and its ideological equivalents in influencing public
policy. All views, he asserts, are
subject to comparative appraisal, and the challenge is to de-

G LOBALIZATION
CHALLENGED
GEORGE RUPP

by chapters by Jagdish Bhagwati, economist and University
Professor at Columbia; Jeremy
Waldron, professor oflaw and
philosophy and University Professor at New York University
School of Law; and Wayne
Proudfoot, professor ofthe philosophy ofreligion at Columbia. These essays expand Rupp's

"It is crucial that we in the affluent and
highly secularized West appreciate
the extent to which the views that we
take for granted generate opposition,
antagonism and even hatred in large
segments of the world's population."
velop ways to evaluate different
approaches responsibly, leading
to a greater understanding of
one's own convictions as well as
the positions ofothers.
Rupp reinforces his critical
and theoretical analysis with
dramatic accounts of recent
events in Afghanistan, the
Democratic Republic of Congo
and Sudan—places where the
International Rescue Committee operates. He then addresses
the role of globalization in
fueling instability worldwide,
particularly where inadequately
regulated privatization has compromised health care, education
and social programs.
His initial analysis is followed

argument, and in a final chapter,
Rupp responds to the issues
they raise.
"We are confronted with the
opportunity to examine our
own commitments and, when
we find compelling reasons, to
enlarge our allegiances so as to
incorporate those who are now
too easily excluded," Rupp concludes. "As we engage in what is
unavoidably a lifelong process,
we will move toward building
an increasingly inclusive community. In our globalized era,
we can do no less."•
—Christopher Dow

ON

THE

BOOKSHELF

BOOKNOTES

"The problem with the
dead is that they don't
keep secrets.Eventually
theytellon themselves."
intrigue, peppered with historical observations of the early American southwest, that
challenges the very foundation of Hannah's
journals and Bassie's life. "The problem with
If you like mystery,romance or historical novels,
the dead," Bassie says, "is that they don't
you'll enjoy "The Night Journal"(Penguin Group,
keep secrets. Eventually they tell on them2006) by Elizabeth Crook '82. Crook's third novel
selves." Spurred on by the mystery, Meg
has a little of all three genres wrapped in an
finally begins to read the diaries, and in disenchanting, page-turning package.
covering Hannah,she also discovers herself.
As "The Night Journal" opens, Meg Mabry
"The Night Journal" deals with the unibegrudgingly accompanies her grandmothversal theme ofself-acceptance, yet also
er, Claudia "Bassie" Bass, a renowned hishighlights the importance of possessing a
torian on the American southwest, to the
sense of personal accountability. Perhaps
place of her family's roots in Pecos Pueblo,
one of its most important
N.M.,to oversee the excavation of the
messages is how the acts
remains of Bassie's childhood
of one person can affect
dogs. While Meg shudders
generations to come and,
at any mention offamily
furthermore, how only by
history, Bassie has strong
confronting your past can
memories of her childyou truly move forward.
hood years in Pecos and a
The characters in "The
reverence for her deceased
Night Journal" are as
mother, Hannah,that borrich and complex as the
ders on obsession. In fact,
N.M. landscape, and it
she has made it her life's
is easy for the reader
work to publish and promote
•
to feel present in each
.C.1400PC
ELItABETH
Hannah's diaries of her life,
scene as the story efchronicling her courtship
• ;
fortlessly transitions
and marriage to a legendary
from the diary entries
but oft absent railroad engidescribing the events
neer and their early life in the
of Hannah's life a
Indian ruins ofPecos. The
century earlier to the
journals are famous nationpresent day struggles
wide, ubiquitously present in
of Meg and Bassie.
both homes and classrooms,
Most important,"The
yet despite Bassie's constant
Night Journal" is a good
urgings, Meg has never read the diaries.
story that will stick with you long after
Her avoidance ofthem is an act of rebellion
you've finished the final page.
against the shadow she feels they've cast
Crook was born in Houston and currently
over her life.
lives in Austin with her husband and two
When Meg and Bassie reach the burial
children. In addition to "The Night Joursite in Pecos, however, they find not only
nal," she is author of"The Raven's Bride"
dog remains, but also human ones—those
and "Promised Lands." Her work also has
of Hannah's husband and Bassie's father,
appeared in anthologies and magazines such
Elliot Bass. What unfolds from there is
as Texas Monthly and Publishers Weekly..
a page-turning mystery oflove, loss and

Wysteries of the Past Uncovered

"Alliances: A Theory of Concerted Human
Behavior," by Stephen W. Eubank '91
(Catellus, 2006)
"Caritas Pirckheimer: A Journal of the
Reformation Years, 1524-28," edited by
Jane Chance, professor of English and
director of the Medieval Studies Program at
Rice (Library of Medieval Women, Boydell
and Brewer, 2001)
"Charles Darwin and Victorian Visual
Culture," by Jonathan Smith '84(Cambridge
University Press, 2006)
"Contemporary Management, 4th ed.," by
Jennifer M. George, Mary Gibbs Jones
Professor of Management and professor
of psychology at Rice, and Gareth R. Jones
(McGraw Hill Irwin, 2007)
"Cradle of Liberty: Race, the Child and
National Belonging from Thomas Jefferson
to W.E.B. De Bois," by Caroline F Levander,
professor of English and director of the
Center for the Study of Cultures at Rice
(Duke University Press, 2006)
"Engaging the Enemy," by Elizabeth Moon '68
(Del Rey, 2007)
"Engineering of Functional Skeletal Tissues,"
edited by Antonios G. Mikos, John W. Cox
Professor in Bioengineering and Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering at Rice,
Felix Bronner and Mary C. Farach-Carson
(Springer, 2006)
"A Jealous God," by Dee Wilbur(Dee Sapp
Pipes '78 and Charles Wilbur Yates '91)
(Booksurge, 2006)
"The Life and Legend of Gerbert of Aurillac:
The Organbuilder Who Became Pope
Sylvester II," by Anna Marie Flusche '95
(Edwin Mellin Press, 2006)
"Making Innovation Work: How to Manage
It, Measure It and Profit from It," by Marc
Epstein, distinguished research professor
of managament at Rice, Tony Davila and
Robert Shelton (Wharton School Publishing,
2006)
"The Nation's Region: Southern Modernism,
Segregation and U.S. Nationalism," by
Leigh Anne Duck '89(University of Georgia
Press, 2006)
"Nobody Roots for Goliath," by Phil
Hutcheon '74(Willowgate Press, 2006)
"Palgrave Advances in Charles Dickens
Studies," edited by Robert Patten, Lynette
S. Autrey Professor in Humanities at Rice,
and John Bowen (Palgrave Macmillan,
2005)
"Rainer Maria Rilke and Lou AndreasSalome: The Correspondence," by Edward
Snow, professor of English, and Michael
Winkler, professor emeritus of German,
both at Rice (Norton, 2006)

—Sarah Williams
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Although they consistently finished at the back of the pack in
regattas this year,the members of Rice's club sailing team are
remarkably enthusiastic and optimistic. At least they're out
there competing, which wasn't the case last year, and they
feel the winds of change blowing in their direction.

Spring graduate Nancy Pattyn joined the sailing team her
freshman year and has seen the
club's transformation firsthand.
Her sophomore year, the team
took a blow when its leadership
graduated."We lost most of the
team and a lot of experience,"
she says. "Last year, our membership was about four people,
and the second semester, we
were completely inactive. Fortunately, the tables have turned."
Now,with junior president Garrett Tate and standout sophomore Jim Doty leading the team,
the future looks much brighter.
The goals this year were
simple—compete in enough
regattas throughout the season
to qualify for the SEISA Coed
Dinghy Conference Championships in April. Next year, the
hope is to recruit more members, increase the team's visibility on campus and build on
this year's improvements, which
will require a coach's expert
guidance.
"We will need a coach to help
us with the techniques that will
take us to the next level," Doty
says ofthe team that has been
coach-less for the past several
seasons."We have come so
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far—from not being in the pack,
to being at the end ofthe pack.
The improvement that will put
us in the middle of the pack is
not as difficult as the challenges
we already have overcome."
With limited funding, equipment and experience,just being
competitive against the other
teams in SEISA, which is the

the team's former faculty advisor. "But they have a really
fabulous attitude."
Key to this year's improvement, Tate says, was the addition of new teammates. In his
first year on the team, Doty,
who came to Rice with competitive sailing experience,
pitched in greatly, teaching the
basics to inexperienced sailors.
"None of this year's members
provided more of a boost than
Jim," Tate says. "He brought
valuable experience to the
team, and his several more
years of eligibility will be necessary to keep building the club

"We have come so far- -from not being
in the pack, to being at the end of
the pack. The improvement that will
put us in the middle of the pack is
not as difficult as the challenges we
already have overcome."
—Jim Doty
team's competition district, has
been a challenge. The team
has only two working boats in
its fleet of420s—two-person
dinghies with two sails—but it
hopes to raise funds to purchase
more before next year's season begins."The deck is really
stacked against them, and they
are building this thing from the
ground up," says Marie Wise,

in the years to come."
Tate calls Wise the largest
contributor to the team's success this year."We were on
the brink offalling apart," he
says,"and Marie appeared and
worked closely with the club
leadership to give us a new
sense ofdirection and put us on
good footing once again."
Although club sailing doesn't

have much visibility on campus, the team hopes to increase
membership again next season by banking on sailing's
combined mental and physical
challenges to appeal to Rice
students looking to get involved
with a club sport. "Physically,
you have to practice for hours
to get your movements and timing precise, and sailing in high
winds can be a test ofstrength,"
Tate says. "Mentally, the tactics
of a sailing race can make it like
a game of chess on steroids."
Doty sees the Rice spirit and
sailing as the perfect combination. "Sailing is a sport that
is structured along the same
lines as Rice," he says. "It requires personal commitment
and relies to some extent on
an honor code."
In the eyes of its members,
the future certainly is bright
for Rice sailing. "This has
been a season of growth," says
Doty."The best thing about
this team is that our leadership
is so young."
Pattyn agrees. "I think next
year's team is going to be awesome," she says. "With a larger
and more dedicated membership and repaired boats, I expect the team to improve a lot.
I am actually kind ofsad I've
graduated."•
—Sarah Williams

SCOREBOARD

The Rice Owls baseball team won the 2007 Conference USA
and NCAA Super Regional and made its sixth trip to the College
World Series (CWS) in 10 years, finishing No. 3 in the country.
While a couple of tough losses to worthy opponents cost them
their second national title, the players showed what it is to be good
sports, spirited competitors, caring and compassionate human
beings and true student—athletes. Owls fans gave the team a
well-deserved heroes' welcome home on June 22 at Reckling
Park to congratulate the players on their great season.
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OWLS' RECORD FOR

211113=2
Rice's final record for
2006-07 was 56-14
Rice's 56 victories marked
the second-highest win
total in the nation this
season and the fifth time
the Owls posted 50 or
more wins since 1999
The Owls also clinched
their 13th straight 40-win
season and have won at
least 46 games in 10 of
their last 11 campaigns

College World Series/NCAA
Tournament Stats
•The Owls played in the College
World Series for the sixth time in
2007, with previous trips in 1997,
1999, 2002, 2003 and 2006. The
team went 2-2 to finish tied for
third in the country.
• Rice is 10-11 in 21 CWS games.
The team won its first series
in 1999 with a 7-2 victory over
Oklahoma State.
• The baseball program won
the school's first national
championship in a team sport in
2003, defeating Stanford in the
CWS final series 2-1.
•The Owls' all-time record in NCAA
tournament games is 60-31 (.659).
In 2006-07, Rice ranked third in
the country for the second year in
a row.
• Rice has been to seven NCAA
Super Regionals(1999, 2001,
2002, 2003, 2005, 2006 and 2007).
Only the University of Miami has
been to more super regionals than
Rice since the current format was
adopted in 1999. Florida State
also has been to seven. Rice is
a combined 11-7 in 18 super
regional games.

Rice has won 12 straight
conference titles- the final
Southwest Conference
tournament crown, nine
titles in the Western Athletic Conference and two
titles in Conference USA
2007 MAJOR LEAGUE DRAFT PICKS
Joe Savery

[HP/1B

1st

Philadelphia

19

Brian Friday

SS

3rd

Pittsburgh

97

Cole St. Clair

[HP

7th

Cleveland

227

Tyler Henley

OF

8th

St. Louis

262

Danny Lehmann

C

8th

Minnesota

272

Bobby Bramhall

[HP

18th

Milwaukee

551

Adam Zornes

C

24th

Cleveland

737

Jonathan Runnels

LHP

29th

Toronto

895

Chris Kelley

RHP

34th

Arizona

1,030

Ryne Tacker

RHP

34th

Oakland

1,046

Scott Lonergan

RHP

37th

Boston

1,127

Chad Lembeck

OF

44th

Colorado

1,303

Travis Reagan

C

45th

Washington

1,327

Kyle Gunderson

RHP

48th

Washington

1,396

Team Grade Point Average
3.01 for 2006-07
Team Batting Average
.311

The Owls have won 39
home series in a row,
25 of which were series
sweeps
The Owls also have won
29 straight home conference series, including 21
by a 3-0 margin
The Owls have won 25
consecutive conference
series, home and away,
and every C-USA series
since Joining the league
From March 30 to June
17 of the 2007 season,
the Owls won 37 of 39
games
Rice made its 13th consecutive trip to the NCAA
Championship, the fifthlongest active streak in
Division I after Miami (35),
Florida State (30), Clemson (21) and Cal State
Fullerton (16)
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EXPOSURE
In four CWS games, the Owls
played before a total of 93,874
fans, an average of 23,418 per
contest at Rosenblatt Stadium.
Each of the CWS games and super
regional games at Heckling Park
were televised nationally on ESPN

vt-•

Player Recognition

Wayne Graham
Milestones

• Ryan Berry: National Freshman Pitcher of the Year and
Third Team All-America
• Brian Friday: Academic All-America's
third team, C-USA All-Academic Team
• Danny Lehmann: C-USA All-Academic Team
•Joe Savery: First Team All-America
• Diego Seastrunk: 2007 All-College World
Series Team
• Ryne Tacker: Academic All-America's second
team, C-USA All-Academic Team

.
,•
• 'Wilk
14140
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•

A three-time national
coach of the year and
Texas Sports Hall of
Fame inductee, Wayne
Graham won his 700th
game at Rice on March
17.0n May11,he wonhis
1,300th career game as
a collegiate head coach.
His career record at Rice
is 740-284.

Please take a few minutes to
help Rice Sallyport do a better
lob for you by participating in
our readership survey. We value
your input, so please let us hear
from you'
Which age group are you in?
E 19 to 34
E 35 to 49

E 50 to 64
E 65+

Gender
E Male E Female
Affiliation with Rice
E Alumnus
D Faculty/staff
E Parent of a student
E Donor or friend of Rice
Degree(s) earned at Rice
Bachelor
E Master
E Ph.D.
E None
Geographical location
(State/Region and Country)
Have you made a financial contribution to Rice in the last five years?
Yes

No

Which of these best describes how
thoroughly you read Sallyport?

Do you receive more than one copy
of Sallyport at your address?
EYes LINo
Which topics/sections of the
magazine interest you the most?
LIII President's Letter
ELetters to the Editor
E Research
E Students
E Features

How often have you sought out
additional information on the
Internet after reading an article in
Sallyport?

LI Arts
LI Book Reviews
E Sports
Which topics/sections of the
magazine interest you the least?
0President's Letter
E Letters to the Editor
0Research
E Students
0Features
0Arts
E Book reviews
El Sports

Department articles are:

How would you rate Sallyport in
terms of addressing your interests?

015 to 30 minutes
D 30 to 60 minutes
0More than 60 minutes
LI Don't read it

E Very good
E Good
E Average
0Poor

Quarterly publication of Sallyport is:
El Too often
E Not often enough
LI About right

How often do you visit Sallyport
online?

What effect does Sallyport
have on your perception of Rice
University?
Improve

No ( hiaocje

Are you interested in an RSS feed
from the university magazine?
E Yes E No 0Unfamiliar with ASS

E Often
0Periodically
LI Infrequently
0Never
How would you prefer to receive
Sallyport?
LI Print copy
LI E-mail newsletter/other media version
E Online with e-mail notification
LI Would prefer not to receive Sallyport

Journalistic quality
Timeliness of articles
Ethics
Readability
Design/appearance
Photography
Cover design
Coverage of current research
Coverage of campus
Coverage of alumni
Coverage of students

E Excellent
E Excellent
0 Excellent
E Excellent
LI Excellent
0 Excellent
0 Excellent
E Excellent
E Excellent
E Excellent
E Excellent

E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
LI Good
0 Good
E Good
0 Good

E Fair
E Fair
LI Fair
0 Fair
0 Fair
El Fair
0 Fair
E Fair
D Fair
D Fair
LI Fair

E Poor
E Poor
E Poor
E Poor
0Poor
LI Poor
LI Poor
E Poor
E Poor
LI Poor
E Poor

E Fair
E Fair
0Fair
E Fair
E Fair
E Fair
0 Fair

E Poor
E Poor
E Poor
E Poor
CI Poor
E Poor
0Poor

Please rate the following sections of Sallyport:

Why do you read Sallyport?

I have referred articles in Sallyport to:
0Colleagues 0Friends E Students

Rice-produced publications
E-mail
rice.edu
News media
Word of mouth

E Often
E Periodically
E Infrequently
0Never

Please rate the following aspects of Sallyport:

Too long
E Too short
E About right

How much time do you spend
reading Sallyport?

E Self only
02 to 4 people
05 or more people

I rank the following as most useful
in obtaining information about
Rice University
(1=most useful, 6= least useful):

The feature articles are:

E Too long
E Too short
E About right

On average,the following number of
people read my copy of Sallyport:

How well do you think the name
Sallyport promotes recognition of
Rice to the general public?
0Well
E Somewhat
O Not at all
E No opinion

E Read most of the magazine
0Skim entire magazine/headlines
0One or two sections only
E Cover only
0Don't read it

E Curiosity
El To keep current with Rice
E Research
E Business
El Pleasure

What kind(s) of information would
you like to see in future articles?

Have articles in Sallyport improved
your opinion of the quality of
education and research being
conducted by Rice scholars?
Li Improved my opinion
LI Didn't change my opinion
0No previous opinion

Letters to the Editor
Through the Sallyport
Students
Features
Arts
Book Reviews
Sports

O Excellent
E Excellent
0 Excellent
IE Excellent
El Excellent
E Excellent
ri Excellent

E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
E Good
0 Good
LI Good

Have you ever wished to comment on an article or inquire further about a
specific topic? If so, what would be the easiest way for you to submit your
feedback?
0 E-mail E Phone Call (800 number) I I Post Mail

Which of the following influences
you to read an article? Check all

What changes can we make to the magazine to better serve you?

that apply.
0Subject matter
0Writing style
El Headlines/Cutlines/Quotes
D Photography
El Layout/Design
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Bubble Gum and Omaha:
Sweet Traditions

"Hey, Bubble Gum Lady,remember me?" a 6-year-old boy in a Rice
T-shirt asks as he races toward a woman wearing Owl earrings
and a Rice baseball jersey.
"Of course I remember you," Joyce Pounds Hardy '45 responds."We saw that five-hour track meet
together. The one after the five-hour baseball game and five-hour commencement."
He gives her a hug, and she hands him two pieces of bubble gum, reminding him that he can
rub them for good luck during the baseball game. Like the boy, most of the Rice baseball fans who
flooded to Omaha, Neb., for the Owls' sixth College World Series knew about the bubble gum.
Call it a legend, a ritual or a superstition, the bubble gum tradition dates back to a 1975
baseball game when Hardy brought gum for her son Larry Hardy '77 and his Rice Owls teammates
because she and her husband didn't want them chewing tobacco.
Even after Larry graduated, Hardy continued to go to the baseball
"My husband
games, cheering for the Owls, giving them something to chew on
said that I could
and becoming the Bubble Gum Lady in the process.
have endowed
"My husband said that I could have endowed a scholarship
for what I've spent on bubble gum over the years," Hardy says.
a scholarship
"But that wouldn't have been as fun, and I wouldn't have gotten
for what I've
as many hugs."
spent on bubble
Before the baseball game begins, Hardy makes her way down to
gum over the
the dugout to give the players their bubble gum. One of the players
years. But that
runs up and greets her. In exchange for a hug, she hands him the
have
wouldn't
gum to be distributed among his teammates.
"When she gives out that gum, good things start to happen for
been as fun, and
that player," says Thad Ware '85. "That player will always have a
I wouldn't have
good game."
gotten as many
Ware and his wife, Wendi '91, sit in Hardy's section at Reckling
hugs.
"
Park along with Ann Bixby'93 and her family. "It's wonderful to go to
the games and see Joyce," Bixby says. "She's always happy to see
—Joyce Pounds Hardy
everyone. Her warmth and friendliness draw people in."
Thanks to Hardy, their section gets a considerable amount of
traffic before the game. "Everyone wants to find Joyce and give her a hug," Wendi Ware affirms.
"She's been like a parent or grandparent to so many people."
With Hardy as the matriarch of the cheering section, it has become an extended family for the
Wares. There was no hesitation when they invited Hardy to travel with them for the long drive to
Omaha. Also joining the trip was Jessica Cannon '06, who is pursuing her doctorate at Rice.
"Joyce brings cohesion to the baseball team and all the fans," Cannon says."She's an inspiration
because, despite all of her health challenges, she makes it to every game possible. She makes a
commitment to who is important to her, and she honors that commitment."
Earlier this year, Hardy was told by her doctor to cancel all her spring and summer travel plans.
She firmly said that if the Owls were in Omaha, she would be there. When the doctor tried to talk
her out of it, her son intervened and told him to give up on that: his mother wouldn't take no for
an answer.
"Omaha wouldn't be right without the Bubble Gum Lady," says Owls catcher Travis Reagan.
"Joyce means so much to the team. We are honored that she calls us her boys. She has invested
so much time and energy into making every game special that we want to play well for her."
Reagan says players often compete for the privilege of giving Hardy the hug that gets the gum.
Center fielder Tyler Henley has been one such player.
"It really means a lot to have someone there that makes such sacrifices for the team," Henley
says. "She's always there and always inspires us to do our best."
That type of inspiration led the Owls to win the 2007 Conference USA and NCAA Super Regional,
becoming the highest seeded team in the College World Series. The Owls finished out their sixth
series run 2-2, ending their 2007 season 56-14 and ranked third for the second consecutive year.
—Jessica Stark
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Forum Brings Leaders of Chinese
Universities to Rice
The China—Rice Leadership Forum brought presidents
and other senior administrators from more than 20
Chinese universities to Rice in March to learn about
the workings of American higher education Participants met with Rice President David W Leebron and
other administrators,faculty and local VIPsfrom business and government for lectures and discussions on
topics including the university's mission and place in
society, strategic planning, organization and governance, student affairs and research and technology
transfer. Only the third U.S.university to host the
leadership forum, Rice was chosen by the Chinese
Ministry of Education and the State Administration
of Foreign Expert Affairs of China

